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FACING THE MUSIC — Murray State's Ron Greene directs his
Racer basketball team against Youngstown with a little verbal encouragement(right), but sometimes his silence said it all, especially
when his team was losing to Akron above).(
The Racers split their
two-game road trip, Friday and Saturday, and return home tonight
to boat Eastern Illinois-Charleston. Tipoff is at 7:30 in Racer Arena.
For information about the Racers' trip to Akron, see Page 10 of today's sports section.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Brown orders guard to assist state police
FRANKFORT. Ky. i AP)
Three National Guard helicopters
will patrol the skies above Kentucky's main highways to assist
state police during the independent truckirs strike; state officials said today.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. isstied
an order early today sending the
three Hueys into the air, state
police Commissioner and Adjutant Gen. Billy Wellman said.
There have been numerous
reports of shootings, rocking
throwings and vandalism in Kentucky dining the strike, resulting
In a few injuries but no fatalities,
Wellman said.
The last major incident was
reported Friday night, when a
Virginia driver was shot in the
shoulder as he was driving along
Interstate 75 in Rockcastle County
In southeast Kentucky. David
Showalter of Mellysford, Va., wis
treated at a Mount Vernon

hospital and released to the care
of his family..
The helicopter patrols will remain on duty indefinitely and will
cencentrate on wooded areas and
overpasses along Kentucky's interstate and primary highways.
he said. The helicopters began the
patrols at 8:15 p.m. EST, he said.
All sections of the state will be
covered by the craft.
"We just feel we have an obligation to protect citizens and to enforce the law," Wellman said.
"We think Kentucky is fortunate
on not having the number of incidents that other states have
had."
State police U. John Lile said
one trooper will be aboard each of
.the craft so "he will be able to
keep contact with our ground
units."
"We also are putting our special
response teams at each post on
alert so they can respond immediately to any reports of

violence," I.ile said. The special other states "
response teams at the 16 posts
Mrs. Kmsinger, co-owner of a
consist of six troopers trained in trucking brokerage operation at
special tactics
Shepherdsville, said today that
The truckers' strike Ls starting "what worries 413 is the fact that
its second week and "we did have they are labelitiir the striking
some shooting incidents last truckers as the violent people
week," Lile said. "We want to
"The guys who are continuing to
deter any kind of violence. .
run are the ones carrying gums
The helicopter patrols will in- This is the disturbing thing to us."
volve pilots only, not other guard- she said in a telephone interview
smen, Lile said.
The striking truckers for whom
Last Tuesday. on the second day
she is a spokeswoman made three
of the strike, the state closed its trips
in convoy to Shepherdsville.
weigh stations along the interstate for
meetings last week. ''There
roads to place 80 more officers on
was no trouble of any kind If.fact,
patrol and to prevent use of the
police complimented us on our
stations as rallying points Of the
condutt."
930 state troopers, about oneMrs. Kesamger said the strikers
quarter patrol roads in normal
aren't ppitorting the federal 5-centtimes.
Tammy Keasinger, ti-gallon gasoline tax but the
taxes that are going to- jump
spokeswoman for more than 100
truckers in the Louisville area. out of sight in 1965.
said she was unaware of the
"Right now. an independent
governor's action but it doesn't trucker is paying $240 per rig but
surprise us. They are doing it in
that's going to 61.600 for 1984-85 '•

Medicare-Medicaid proposal to save billions
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presided Reagan's proposal to require
Medicare recipients to pay more
of their hospital bills should prevent thousands of hospitalizations
and save the government up to $5
billion. says the author of a health
care study.
Rand Corp. economist Charles
E. Phelps said the savings —
greater than the government is
estimating — would come about
beanie the more people pay for
health care, the less they visit a
doctor"
However, Phelps said another

proposal being considered won't
eliminate unnecessary trips to the
doctor. That idea, to charge the
needy $1 to $2 for each Medicaid
viet, "basically just transfers
money from the low-income
population to the Treasury:" he
said.
The Medicare and Medicaid
proposals are among several
Reagan is seeking to combat risiFig health care costs, which are
rising faster than the overall cost
of living and which continue to
claim an ever-increasing share of
the federal budget.
The Medicare change Reagan
proposed to Congress last week

would require beneficiaries, most
of whom are 65 and older, to pay
not just for their first' day of
hospitalization as they do now but
for 6 percent of each subsequent
day for two weeks.
Those hospitalized 'for longer
periods would be required to pay 5
percent of their daily charges
after the 15th day, and the government would pick up the full bill for
those still in the hospital after 00
days.
With the average cost of a day in
the hospital now at $304 and expected to rise o $350 next year,
that means a Medicare recipient
hospitalized for more than 60 days

might pay up to $1,512 in hospital
charges next year compared to
the $304 now

Union not ready
to issue statement
Following publicity of
Mayfield's General Tire and Rubber Co 's "final contract offer" to
union workers, a spokesman for
the union says they are not yet
ready to reply
George Miller, president of
United Rubber Workers lAral No
665, said Monday morning that the
union was not ready to issue
statement concerning the I ofnpany's action

,
By CHARLES HONEY
adjoining states. Asked if. thcrii.,
Staff Writer
Any women Candidates. I:Fs:lint.
- •
Any further screening of Mur
replied there are
ray State presidential candidates
- It is anticipatei4 some
will be done on the basis of thilates will visit the campus near
meetings with those candidates
the end of February'. and Fry Mile
The presidential screening cutU • expects most- of them to base
nutter, Saturdas . reduced the
visited by the end of March No
number of prospects to "fewer,
IsItS have-Oren-scheduled yet
•.We're trying to coorilinate the
than 30,7 act-Of-ding- to Chairman
Richard Frymire The committee sciwthiles of 10 busy regents with
agreed to begin „ inviting can- the s> -hedutes, of . candidates who
didates to campus over the next are also busy people.'' Frs mire
month or two, anti no more screen: said -We'll attempt to move its
ing meetings will be held prior to rapidly as we can, gis en the prothe'candidates' visits
blems of 'Schedules and syn
Erymire.. who has declined 4:- ehrutitrat{Oh
The committee
name the. precise number of can
probably won't know- till the end of
didates now being considereti. this week when it can schedule the
their identities or where thes
first yisits, he said
(lone from,indicated not all of the'
Identities Of the candid-a- tes will
candidates will neces.sards visit • be revealed Ow day- before them
campus There will be greater inFrvisure said The reilStIll
terest -in some TenthittreN than nr- trit4lathadlittitrthetritterttateN on
*others, and if irit the course of the ttl theft IS to, protect their present
visas We find someone we like-. job situations, he added
we may stop with him,- Frvnure
"As we deal with people. one of
said
their greatest concerns is .conSono. of the candidates are' not fulentialtty Impair calliptis *Hies
affiliated with colleges-or uniser- sunpls ilto not want it known that
sities.Though most are. according they are shopping around for
Lu Erynure He said there are no another job "
well-known
figures in Ow
In addition'to the meeting of the
group, anti that not all the can- screening committee, the regents
(Mates are from Kentucky :ma ii1st. held an att hOe eteltimitte.•
meeting regarding arrangements
related to the departure of current
President Constantine Curris in
June That meeting was not mentioned iii Ore official news releasc
annowalog Saturday's Seree11111.!

CCHS speech
team continues
winning streak

The Callowh) COunt) High
Seh001 speech tearil i•ontinueti
their winning streak with firstplace sweepstakes honors at the
Rankltown Invitational Speech
Tournament, Saturday' The
record now stands at 9-0
Calloway received first place
with 258 sweepstakes points
JP1MIIIIIIC County.. Callowny's
gest rival. came in second with 248
points There were 27 teams competing.
Coach Larry England stated.
"It was a close victory, but many
of our lean] members were
plagued by the flu and coroodenne
the circumstances I NM extremely
pleased with the performance of
the team and the outcome of the
victory "
Fifteen team members advanced to the final round of competition and nine placed for individual
honors Those receiving first
place honors were John Mark
Roberts, original oratory; and
Tracey Brown, girls extemporaneous speaking
Second place honors were won
by Vincent Alton, boys extemporaneous speaking. LIM Kiser,
girls extemporaneous speaking.
Ion Burkeen, original oratory,
and Karen Adams, prose.
Third place honors went to Mike
Keeling, Lincoln-Douglas debate;
Dalesa Darnell, poetry; and
Sherri Mills, dramatic interpretation
The Laker speech team will
travel to Bowling Green to compete in the Western Kentucky Invitational Speech Tournament,
Feb 11 and- 12, according to
England

MSU financial aid applications due Woman's Club, public library
Students who plan to request
financial aid for the 1963 summer
term at Murray State Uruversity
should submit their completed applications as soon as possible.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State, said the priority Ming date
for summer school applicants for
student loans and studied employment is March 1. He urged ago
placenta to make certain that all
Informed& an the forms is accurate.
McDougal emphasised that
adedents who receive summer
leaso financial aid must file a
illeparate form from the ow for the
school year. He said sumteam financial aid appliesare availlibie in the Student

-

.•

Financial Aid Office
Students may apply for the
Federal Work-Study program, the
University Student Employment
Program and the Nursing Student
Loan Program.
National Direct Student Loans
for the summer term will be
available to eligible seruoni who
have been in school for at least
eight semesters and who will
graduate at the end of the lin
silmttlef team.
Guaranteed Student Loans will
also be available to eligible
students for the summer term.
Out-of-state students need to obtain a Guaranteed Loan appliesfrom their hometown banks.
Elleitucky residents may pick up
all application in the Student
. •

Financial Aid Office in the basement of Sparks Hall at Murray
State
In the summer of 1002,
McDougal said 15 students at MOTray State received National Direct
Student Loans. 250 were recommended for (;uaranteed Student
Loans, 200 were employed through
the Federal Work-Study Program
and 300 were employed through
the University Student Employment Program
Anyone wishing to obtain additional information about summer
team financial aid may contact
the Student Financial Aid Office,
Basement, Sparks Hall, Murray
Sate University, Murray. Ky.,
111171, telephone(502) 762-2546

hold Read-a-thon for students
February is the month which
the MurewsliVoman'a Club and the
Calloway County Public Library
chose to hold the Read-a-thon
Pledge forms have been
distributd to local students grade
through I in the city and county
schools. Sponsors agree 10 Pay a
Wm for each book read through
February. On March 3 and 4
students will rettirn ,the pledge
forms with their collected money
in an envelope
F T containers will be located
in the office at each school.
Woman's club members Will collect the funds each day. A collet'.
tion container is located in the
public library as well. It will re-

main there through March II
Local winners will be announced in mid-March. State winners of
the Atari games and the certificates to all participants will be
awarded by the Kentucky
Association for Retarded Citizens
at a later time
We are pleased to be associated
with another worthwhile project
which encourage local people to
help themselves, a library
spokesman said. Approaimately
70 percent of the funds raised by
Read-e-thon will be returned to
local agencies.
Further information may be
had by calling 703.4261ov 7314134

The conimittee. composed of
chairman Frymire and - regents
It M Westberry. Willmuiu flower
ton. Rim Christopher and Alan
WhitehMeie, Met III dosed SeSSIIIII
Fr1,1111re said the committee's
recommendations will be made to
Ow full board at its next meeting
and declined to give imr.ticulars
A public announcenwnt of the
decisions related to Curris' &par
lure will probabl "be saved for.
an appropriate tune.- Fryinlre
said Asked if the committee's
recommendations include an!,
snunebiry consideration beyond
•theafrrovisions of ('urns' contract,
Fry- mire replied -rert decision tuts
been made- regarding such consideration.
In deciding how to observe Currot' departure, Frymire said,"We
will very much consider what
honors have been accorded past
presidents,'•
No date has been set for the next
regents' meeting. but it will likeis
twin March

sunny, chilly
• Today sunny but chilly
Highs in the upper 30s Northwest winds 10 to 15iiiph
diniinishing by afternoon
Tonight clear and cold. Lows in
the low 20s Calm winds Tuesday partly sunny and warmer
Highs in the mid to upper 40s
Winds becoming south 10 tr.,
15mpli •
LAKE LEVEIS
3.54 0
lake Barkley
3r4
Kentucky Lake
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Crowd of supporters at auction help Kentucky family keep farm
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FLIPPIN, Ky AP — Tim Copses said the
crowd of Supporters helped his parents buy back
their own southern Kentucky farm in a weekend
bankruptcy auction
His went/. Duane and Ruth Copass, said
publicity also may have kept them from from losing
the house and 11 acres in the low hills of Monroe
County, near the Tennessee border
Farmers alerted by a new Kentucky farmsurvival group, relatives, neighbors and news
reporters gathered at the farm Saturday
By the time an auctioneer climbed to his truck
bed to open the sale. about 100 people stood in the
yard or leaned on cars and muddy pickup trucks
-across the road The Copasses bid $32,000
'This is the Copasses' bid, at which they can hold
onto their own farm." shouted Hal Hamilton of
Pleasureville. an organizer of the farm group
Whether because of the watchful farmers or the
media presence, including a television crew from

Louisville with a helicopter in the side yard, there
were no other bids.
Tint Copass, IS, who has been doing the farm
work since his father was disabled by back Mimics
and skin cancer,said there were creditors present.
But he said. "They wouldn't want to stand there
and bid with all those people there."
He said he did not know what would have happened if the bid for the farm had failed. "They had no
plans where they would go if they lost it," he said.
Duane Copass was teary eyed as he embraced his
weeping wife when the sale was final. They had filed for bankruptcy in October when their debts
mounted to more than $91,000.
The Copasaes said much of the indebtedness was
from pint operations with other fanners who
defaulted on their obligations The sale was ordered
by U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Bowling Green.
Under the bankruptcy, creditors, would get no
proceeds from the farm sale until the Farmers
Home Administration got $19,000 to pay off the mortgage and the Copasses received a minimum of
610.000 guaranteed them by law.

• The Copasses got ward Friday that the FHA
"II they put it- tegether,,it will wort." said one.
would permit them to bid, and if successful, retain
whospat tobacco in the gravei_driveway and declin'the mortgage. The MOM inclailad the mortgage
ed to ghre his name."
money, the cash payment to themselves, and the
Jessie Gomel', who owns a neighboring farm with
casts of the bankruptcy proceedings.
his son, said he had expected the outcome, but had
Had their been a higher, successful bid, the extra
reservations. "The only thing is if a man owes
money would have been distributed among
money,some how or some way it has to get peiil.creditors.
he said.
Jim Gibbs of the Mammoth Cave Production
Hamilton called the sale a success. "Today gives
Credit Association, a- major creditor which has
a:gasses a chance to wipe the slate clean and
the
repossessed farm equipment from the Copasses.
get this off their back," he said.
was present, but said, "I'm not bidding I came to
Tim Ccpass said he would try to rent some
see the trustee sale I go tea lot of them."
machinery to prepare tobacco beds for spring planHenry Dickinson. trustee for the bankruptcy
ting, and hope for success with his herd of a dmen
court, said he didn't believe the crowd prevented
registered polled hereford cattle.
anyone from bidding.
"If they thought the property was worth more,
Ruth Copesi said the family will be able to make
they had the opportunity to buy it." he said. "This
mortgage payments by raising tobacco and contiwas the time, as the minister says, to speak now.or -ming enterprises such as the basement wood _shop
forever hold their peace."
where the family turns out waterbed frames and
Fanners in the crowd were noncommital about
other cabinet work.
the influence of the farm survival group, formed
"I'll do something,and it won't be illegal, either,"
after two recent meetings in Glasgow
she said.

Burger asks Congress to create temporary court
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS 'AP)
Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger says he
wants lawyers to help him convince Congress that the Supreme
Court is dangerously overworked

and the judicial system needs
"fundamental changes," including a new appeals court.
"My proposal today is to provoke you and others and to
stimulate a vigorous debate and
discussion." Burger said in •

Local officials report arrests
Joint efforts of the Calloway'
County Sheriff's Department and
the Murray City Police Department resulted' in the arrests of
three people in connection with
unlawful possession of alcoholic
beverages

Nurses to sponsor
contest for students
The Public Health Nurses in the
Purchase District Health Department are sponsoring a contest for
salmi age children in the first
through eighth grades (luring the
month of February
The intent of the contest is to
make the children and their
families more aware of the hidden.
sodium content in foods, according to Daphene Mowery,
nurse with Calloway County.
Health Department
Mowery said the contest will be
conducted in each of the eight
counties. Children are -asked to
read the ingredient list on packaged food labels, and. to circle the
words-sodium or salti each time
it appears or it can, be a longer
word
The labels are to be kept by each
child and turned in to the
Calloway County Health Department " during the month of
February
A prize will be awarded in each
county to the child that has the
most words circled ktelatives and
friends may help the children collect the labels, Mowery said

Theresa Lynn Tucker, n. Ht. 8,
and Chester Miller Garner, 39, Rt.
3, were arrested Friday at approximately 8 30 p`rn following the issuance of a search warrants.
They were charged with
unlawful possession of alcoholic
beverages in a dry option territory
for the purpose of re-sale, according to a spokesman for the
sheriff's department
A quantity of alcoholic
beverages was seized as evidence
The two were to pear in court
on Monday,acco dm to reports.
Details of the thin arrest were
not available at press time

minute speech Sunday to the
winter convention of the
American Bar Association.
"We can no longer tolerate the
vacuous, notion that we can get
arcing with the present structure
'because we have always done it
that way," he said.
"Only fundamental changes .
will avoid a breakdown of the
system
or of some of the
justices"
His proposal, in effect, calla for
a temporary shadow Supreme
Court to handle up to a third of the

Two injured in county occident
• The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reports two accidents
occurring in the county on Saturd'ay, one apparently due to
weather conditions.
At 4: 18 p.m. Juanita L. Pritchett
and Dewy Q McClaran collided on
U.S. 641 near Bob Miller Road.
According to reports, Pritchett,
Rt. 1, Dexter, was turning east off

One dead,two hospitalized
after Graves County accidents
Two weekend Graves County
accidents have left one person
dead and two hospitalized
.
Fighteen-month-old Kimberly
Dawn Paul, Rt S. Mayfield, is
dead following a Sunday afternoon
accident approximately ftve miles
east of Mayfield on Roy Bird
Road
The Child and her mother.
Kathy Paul. 21. 10 5, - Mayfield,
were passengers in a car driven
by 17-year-old Barbara Dowdy,
lit S. Mayfield
According to police reports.
Dowdy, travelling west on Roy
Bird Road, was negotiating a
curve when a door on the car opened and the child and her mother

fell out of the car.
Kathy Paul was admitted to
Mayfield CorruriunIty hospital.
The accident occurred at 5:20
p.m and was investigated by
Trooper Jim Bell.
A Monday morning accident two
miles south of Tel City on Kentucky 97 has left Joe Ben
Chambers hospitalized at
Mayfield Community Hospital.
Chambers, 21, Rt. 1, Farmington, was south bound on Kentucky 97 when he reportedly lost
control of his vehicle, ran off the
road and overturned.
The accident, investigated by
Trooper Gary West, occurred at
12 15 a.m.
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150 cases that the high court
decides with formal written opinions each year after full hearing.
Burger suggested 21 judges
could be selected from the 13
federal circuit courts and that
seven or nine of them would serve
terms of one year to handle the
cases. The court would expire
after five years and be renewed
only if it proved successful.
The new panel would decide
issues on which any two of the no- •
tion's 13 U.S. Courts of Appeals
reached conflicting decisions'
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City school board
to meet Tuesday
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday
to discuss several items.
The agenda will include personnel, curriculum, talents
unlimited, correspondence and
food bids.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD GIVEN TO MURRAY STATE — Dr.
Neil Weber, director of the Mid-America Remote Sensing Canter,
(left) Dr. David Owen, militant professor of chemistry,(middle)
and Dr. Gary Rogge, dean of the College of Eirvironmental
Sciences, admire an award given to the university by the National
Aeronautics and Space Adminiatration (NASA) for research and
development projects.

MSU given achievement award
Murray State University has
received an Orbiter Vehicle
Systems Group Achievement
Award and an award for research
and development of a new satellite
mapping system from the National Aeronautics and Space-Administration I NASA).
Murray -State- has been under
contract with NASA since 1979 as
an official technology transfer
agent for the Commonwealth for
Kentucky.
Dr. Neil Weber, director of the
Mid-America Remote Sensing
Center MARC) at Murray State,
said the award was given, in part,
for research done by MARC on a
new satellite mapping system.
MARC was estabished in 1979 to
provide technical assistance and
processing of remote sensing
data. It is staffed by a research
team of Murray State faculty.
staff and students trained in

1
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digital-processing equipment.
"I think the fact that there are
only a handful in the country that
have received this recognition is
prestigious," Weber said.
The award was also given for
outstanding work on research- of
orbiter thermal protective tiles
for the heat shield of the Columbia
space shuttle.
Dr. David Owen, professor of
chemistry at Murray State, spent
two summers in Houston working
on the project. Others involved
were faculty members, Dr
Buford Anerson, associate professor of physics and astronomy.
and Dr. Grady Cantrell, associate
professor of math; graduate
students Alan Bradbury, Medina
Tenn. and Jerry A. Zweignbaum,
Murray; and undergraduates
Kevin Simpson, Sturgis, Keith
Ford, Murray,and Mary Swallow,
Owensboro.

Murray Cable 13 News
Introducting Racer Trivia

1982

slf;II 507 746

of Bob Miller Road onto Ky. 1346
Wher. she reportedly struck the
McClaran vehicle, heading north
on U.S. 641.
McClaran was reported as being
a resident of Benton.
Both cars left the roadway and
the McClaran vehicle burned at
the scene, according to a
spokesman for the sherif('s
department.
Pritchett was admitted to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
where-she is listed in satisfactory
condition. McClaran was also
reportedly injured in the accident.
At 7.10 p.m., a vehicle driven by
Charles H7 Houston, Murray.
struck a bridge on Ky. 94tEast just
east of the city limits.
The accident was apparently
due to icy road conditions.
Houston was reportedly not injured in the accident.
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Spending freeze

Brown still dominates political scene

President Reagan says he intends in his budget
message to recommend a "federal spending
- freeze" — "strong medicine," he declared in his
• State of the Union address, but a vital part of his
plan "to hold the line on real spending."
When is a freeze not a freeze' As proposed recently by Sen. Ernest F. Hollings. a fiscal freeze would
call for "a.shared sacrifice across the board" — a
freeze of tax rates, a freeze of defense spending to
the 3 percent real growth commitment made to
NATO. and a freeze in such cost-of-living entitlements as federal pensions, Social Security and
federal pay.
The South Carolina Democrat, however,
specifically excluded programs for the truly needy
— food stamps, Medicare, Medicaid and supplemental security income These people, Hollings
argued, have sacrificed enough already, and so
they have — about $30 tyillion over the last two years
In cuts of projected growth. .
As outlined by Mr. Reagan. on the other hand, the
freeze would call for unshared sacrifice across only
part of the board. The Pentagon is not asked to
make any sacrifice at all, except in military pay increases. The 05 billion "savings" that the president says he will accept are mostly a bookkeeping
illuaien. Real spending on arms outlays, far from
being frozen, would actually go up by 9 percent.
Contrast that with the 3 percent cut that the
Reagan freeze calls Tor in non-military domestic
programs. The administration has all kinds of plans
to increase payments by Medicare beneficiaries,
further cuts in Medicaid and other social programs
for the aged, the children and the poor. In his
message, Mr. Reagan zeroed in on one of his
favorite targets, the food stamp program, whale
benefits were already in effect frozen for two years
while people previously eligible were thrown off the
rolls.
How in the name of fairness can anyone justify
sacrifices on the part of those who can lease afford
them while adamantly opposing, as the president
• does, a freeze in the tax cuts, scheduled for July 1,
the benefits of which go primarily to the well-to-do'
How in the name of fairness can anyone justify tax
cuts for the wealthy while at the sarne time calling
for substantial tax increases on ordinary working
people in the form of a new tax on health insurance
provided by employers? There can be no doubt that the economy needs
strong medicine, but neither Congress nor the
American people are likely to swallow the kind of
bitter medicine that makes the weak weaker, the
strong stronger. Rep. James R. Jones, the conservative Oklahoma Democrat who heads the House
Budget Committee, undoubtedly spoke for most.of
his colleagues on both sides of the aisle in both
chambers when he declared that a freeze "will
never happen if it's only applied in the domestic
programs the administration doesn't like. The
president has got to have defense in there and
taxes. The freeze has got to be perceived as fair and
across the board."

FRANKFORT, Ky
AP
Whether you are for or against GOV
John Y Brown Jr., his hardiness in a
lame duck year must be acknowledged.
On the surface, it might seem that
Kentucky's chief executive is
shouting Pus last hurrah
His much-heralded plan to reform
the state income tax via a special
legislative session is all but a bust
and that session, already delayed,
may not be called because the income tax proposal looks -nearly
hopeless
In this capital city, the glamour of
Brown and his wife Phyllis wore off
early a5 the Frankfort establishment
bristled over real or irnagined social
slights and many state employees
lost their jobs during the recession
Ahd in the remaining months until
December, the governor probably
will continue to grapple with endless
budget cuts, his burden from the time
he took office in 1979

Meantime. many state politician.,
can hardly hide their glee oYer
Brown's impending departure
a
governor cannot succeed hunself
and a return to the way poIntics
usually is handled in Kentucky
Under such circumstances, it
would be natural- for Brown to fade
away quietly and look for another expenence in life
Instead. the lame duck is hobbling
along spiritedly and attracting more
attention in the process than the
politicians who are supposed to inherit the statehouse
First, Brown is running for President, at least until and if he discovers
thr- longshot is hopeless
Part of that coy flirtation IN the
plan for him to head a national
Democratic telethon in the sprtng
that already tuts attracted $1 5
million in money from Kentucky and
could, if the governor is carrell.
become the biggest such affair in
history

Secondly. Brown is making decisions which, if not popular, place hun
in sharp contrast with 1,1 Gov Martha Layne Collins and I mansville
Mayor Harvey Sloane, the leading
Democratic candidates to succeed
him
The perception among voters is
that the governor, even when they
don't agree with him, makes decisions when they have to be made, but
that Mrs Collins and Sloane are
super-cautious and even vague about
issues
Third. it Seelliti that Kentuckians
generally approve of Brown despite.
the opposing sense which infects
even journalists in the Frankfort
area •
Or so a recent professional poll
shows This information I•ornes from
two sources (ither than BrtoWn. who
slit told not be reluctant tro spread the
word
The , pall, winch reportedly cost
$40,Uial, was cominissittnest by Frank

"
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s Ten years ago
Ph•tures by David Hill of the Mural
of old opera house on top
on the
floor of present Stiroat Bros Meat
Market on North Fifth Street ate
published The building was knoan
as the WI salruff Theatre
I irattis reported includtMavis Atoms. 93, and Kirk A Pool,
73
Iii Hunter Haricot*, hairman iii
the Department (tf Itiologi. al
Sciences, Murray State 1.111Versity
ill retire tel the end *if the current
school term
Dr Ray Nlofield, chairtilan of the.
I iepartinent of Communications at
Murray State University. has been
named president of the Kentuck)
Association of Communication Arts
In high school basketball gatials
Calloway County High School heat
Carlisle County 70 to 67 Iligh team
scorers were Randy Shelton flit(C.i:ilrlittas4li.
ay and Mart) Nichols for

".AS OUCANSEEP IN THE CASE OF A SOVIET STRIKE HERE,WE CAN
EXPECT LASSES OF SOME TWENTY TO TWENTY-FIVE NUMSTACKS
heartline

WRITE A LETTER — letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spared if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040. Murray, Ky.
4IpL

raCe

• That seelliS to Say something either
abofit Brown or the current
lackluster nature of the governitr'N

looking back

•1153 lapis. Mew Sanwa

HIGH RISK AREAS
MING NUCLEAR CONFLICT

Melts. it Brown confidante and
fot,rilLer state transportation
seeretar) while he was considering
running for governor WM.( Liter
decided not to run
It suppose-ally shows that Brow,
job and popularity ratings are high
and that if Pie were able to run :again
for governor, he would defeat all the
candidates now in the field
That probably is what Bros ii
wanted to do when he pushed a con
stitutional amendment for governors
to succeed themselves, beginning
with him, which was resoundingly re
weltsl by state voters
But even without that possibility
the governor is keeping his name.
before voters in the twilight of his
tenure at a tune when all the normal
attention would be focuied on the

Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45.3111. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE
I am recently
widowed. I must have sonic repairs
done to my home and also purchase a
few major appliances. My husband
always took care of these things, and
he was so careful about it. However, I
do not know what all he did to check
out companies and products to give
him peace of mind about the choices
he made. I am so afraid that I will
make a mistake. Can you give me
some idea Of the precautions I should
take before choosing the appliances I
need and the company I choose to
make my home repairs? R.W.
ANSWER: Read and consider the
following questions before making a
purchase, ordering by mail or sign-

•.•

mg on the dotted line These ques
lions could prevent you Ii sing those
hard earned dollars to a product, ser
vice or business that really wasn't
worth it If you are ever in doubt
about a product or service, it would
be wise to look elsewhere, or check
further into the. product or servicebefore conunitting yourself
1 Does the advertiser promise
more than the product can
reasonably deliver" Beware of
claims that seem too good to be true
2 Have you comparison shopped '
Spending a little. time comparing
prices and quality for goods anti services may save you much in tune
trouble and money.
3. According to your local con
sumer protection agency or Better
BliSineSS Bureau, does the c al'pan y
have a good track record'
4. If you are seeking professional
services, have you asked about ft-es,
services, qualifications and licenses'
5. Do you understand the contract
and your full obligation' What happens if you miss a payment' What if

you want to pay off in alit .int•i••• What
about finiinCe c harges ' What is the
total price If y ou are not sure cf
these things, take the. (ontract hi tine
and obtain legal advice before )(to
sign Remember that twat promise,
or explanations I are only - words
unless put in writing. either in the
contract or in a written iigreeillent
6 Do you feel that you are being
rushed or pushed too fast. either to
buy or to sign a contract' If so, Ire
even more hesitant
7 Is there a warranty ' Does the
warrant) cover parts and labor, anti
for how long" Where do you have to
take the item for repair"
8 What are the company 's policies
for handling coniplaints"
9 I ioes the company give ref wads
10 Ask the salesnian or representative for three or four of their
previous customers Be sure to ask
for names and phone numbers of
customers at least 4-6 months old .
Call them and ask their opinion of the
product or service and find out any
problems they have had

agree or not

Twenty years ago
The Murray Rescue S'quail
Called to a fire on Feb
4 that
&sir())ed ;a barn owned by I.: Es
Williams. JUN( west of Canto.% A!,
Count!, High School
I *.;atli_s reported include Jerry Siiii
mons. 85. Mrs Mar) Kilgitre Mrs
Pans .1 Ezell. 94, Miller Robertson,
till, and Mrs 'I Alla To( ker. 811
Huth Menet)nska. I -onct•rt pianist.
appeared in Murray last night as an
(Iffertitg of the Murra) Civic Music
Asso-iiition A review of the 1.0ni sert
was written by John(' Winter
Recent births rept trted at the Mtn
ray Hospital include atsty to NI I anti
Mrs Robert Morrison, a girl to Mr
and Mrs Jackie Boyd. a bo) to Mr.
anti Mrs Billy Rose, ei hoy tic Mr anti
Mrs James I hincan. a girl to Mr arid
Mrs Kenneth Todd tend a girl to Mr
and Mrs 'red Billington
Thirty years ago
All tickets for the three. remaining
home basketball games of Murray
State College. with Eastern. Western
and Kentucky Wesleyan have been
sold, officials said
I ivaths reported include Mrs I. II
'arriger
Elected as officers of Girl Scout
Troop at Murray Training School
were Sandra Sue Ross, Jane Cross,
!anima Kay Rue-y' and Meredith
Fsrit?O
!Yl
r and Mrs Dale Parker of
Fayrtteville,•Ark . are the guests of
his parents.. Mr and Mrs R It
Pit rker
Mr and Mrs Thomas Hughes and
Mr and Mrs Eugene Hughes have
left for a month's vacation in Florida.

Do Republicans need qualified candidate or sacrificallamb?
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FRANKFORT
Since Congressman Larry Hopkins and State
Senator Jim Bunning bowed out of
the picture as potential candidates
for governor, the big question now to
be asked of the Republicans is are
they looking for a viable dandidate or
a sacrificial Iamb?
This narrows the mentionedfield of
potential candklates down to former
State Senator Walter Baker of
Glasgow and U.& District Attorney
Ron Meredith of Elizabethtown.
Baker who has just recently returned
to Kentucky from a stint with the
federal goverment in Washington
has indketed that he hod rather wait
and run for the U.S. Senate against
incumbent Democrat Walter Dee
Ihnidieston.
•
*
Meredith -can't say much became
-of hisfederal position.
On the surface,this loavesthe field
fee a cepable hard working
who is willing to devote the
sent eight months to a race with the

tot=

prize as the governor's chair in
Frankfort
County Judge Mitch McConnell of
Louisville bowed out of the speculation early saying that he wants to run
for the U.S Senate which at this early stage puts him and Baker as opponents in the Republican Primary
for that office.
The Republican Party's immediate
problem in my way of thinking is to
get s couple of strong candidates in
the field now to provide some grist
for the media mills in competition
With the Democrats so the
Republican, nominee will have an
even break at name recognition for
'the November count down between
the two parties.
Unless name recognition is created
before the May primary, the
Republican choice has already lost
the race in November because the
Democrat nominee has had all of the
Publicity and the =petty of the
publie considers him as the nest

governor and writes the Republican
off
It seems to me that the
Republicans don't encourage attractive young people to seek office and
climb the political ladder. The
hierarchy just wants to choose the
candidates, seemingly brushing off
some ambitious hopefuls
Certainly those persons named
above are not the only attractive
Republicans who would make viable
candidates Right off I can name
two...State-Senator Eugene Stuart of
Louisville and former State Senator
Ray White of Bowling Green.
Former State Commissioner of
Economic Security drid. Highways
Eugene Goss of Harlan at one time
had .
politkal ambitions, but • was •
spurned by party leaders. Ite may
have Vet the desire, but he would
make a good candidate given the op.
portunity and given the encouragement.
Financing a campaign is always,
a.

the problem with candidates in both
parties. but republicans always in
the past have come up with the
necessary money when they have
really tried to win the governorship
The problem now is letting too
many people get committed in this
state that is predominate!)
Democratic th, segisteration. but
strongly independent when it CoMeS
to voting in November ,,There
always a segment of Democrats who
will defect when their choice in the
primary is defeated.
-Too, there are always. people _and
forms-out there willing to make contributions to both parties if they have
a candidate in the field who has a
chance. There is such a practical
thing as having supported.the winner
whoa it comes to legislation and
other tartan that are influenced
Irons the Capitol. '
This Isn't a year to let the
Democrats win by default.

murray today
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Your Individual
Horoscope

frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY.
FEBRUARY 8. 1983 Mist kind of day will tomorrow be To Mid oat what the
stars sa), read the lorerast
given for your birth sign.

Gregory Chad Gardner

Birthday celebrated

VALENTINE'S DAY BRINGS THOUGHTS OF ROMANCE
and what better time to wan America for its most eligible
bachelors. To the editors of Harper's Bazaar, who list their
favorites in the February Josue, "eligible" means more than
simply being unmarried. It implies their choices belong to a
special breed of bachelor — talented, independent, fun — who

make life exciting! Here's their cast of its of the sexiest men
around,shown with one of the most dazzling women anywhere.
Left to right, Dudley Moore, O.J. Simpson. James Caen, Last
Anderson, George Burns, Alexinder Godunov and Krim Kristolferson

Gregory . Chad Gard- ton.
ner, son of Greg and Deb- Chad celebrated his
bie (;ardner of Hardin, birthday at Showbizz Pizcelebrated his third birth- za Place at Paducah on
Saturday, Feb. 5. There
day on Friday, Feb. 4
His grandparents are he was an honored guest
Gene and Ann Collins and and had a special song
Joe and Marion Garnder, sung to him. Pizza and
all of Hardin. Chad has cake were served.
one uncle and aunt. Ken Twenty family
and Vivian Collins of Rt. members and friends
were present.
5, Benton.
His great-grandprents Later the group went to
are Leslie and Mary his home and were served
Dick. Iva Fennel and Eva cake and ice cream. Chad
Gardner, all of Hardin. opened his gifts. The parand Edgar Collins of Ben- ty theme was''Smurf."

Consumers may receive free home energy survey
11w recent announcement by the Kentucky
Public Service Conuoismin concerning home
energy .audits has left
consumers in the Tennessee Valley region
bewildered and confused
According to John Edd
Walker, Maruiger of West
Kentucky Rural Elertnet
Cooperative Corp , and
Ron Underwood,
superintendent of Murray
Electric System, the requirement outlined by the
PS(' will in no way affect
the energy conservation
program presently offered by the utility
West Kentucky RECC
and Murray ES in
cooperation with Tennes.see Valley Authority,
offers their residential
consumers a free home
energy survey as a public
We have been
service
offering energy surveys
since 1977 when TVA initiated the program."
said Walker and Underwood
In contrast to the services required by the,

PS(', West Kentucky RECC and Murray E.S
RECC and Murray ES of-. provide interest-free
let the service to any- financing to the-ir
residential customer customers to install the
regardless of how their recommended measures
home is heated
During the past five
Also the service is • years, West Kentucky
available at no charge RECC has surveyed 3,365
whereas other major gas homes and has provided
and electric utilities may intereit-free financing to
charge as much as $15 for weatherize 1,11111 of those
the service.
receiving the survey AcUpon request, a trained cording to Walker. the
energy advisor is utility has loaned approxavailable to visit residen- imately $1.1 'million to
tial consumers and check finance the installed
their homes from top to measures
bottom for ways to save
In the areas served by
energy and lower their
RECC and ES, conelectric bill
-Our energy advisors sumers who heat or coot
have received extensive with electricity may
training in the area of qualify for interest-free
energy conservation both loans to finance home
in the classroom and on weatherization
the job," said Walker and measures The loans are
repaid in monthly inUnderwood
with the elecstallments
The advisor provides
the consumer with a list tric bill over a maximum
of recommendations. of seven years Conestimates as to how much sumers installing
the measures may cost weathenzation measures
and a list of contractors aLso qualify for federal inwho install weatherize- come tax credits
bon measures based on
• We encourage any
the survey findings.
consumer who has not
In . addition to the received the survey to resurvey. West Kentucky quest one today," said

Walker and Underwood 1321 or ES ,at 7534312 or
Consumers may du sohy requesting the service at
calling - RECC at 1-247- the utility office.

Recital to be Tuesday
Stephenlirown who
joined the music faculty
at Murray State University in the fall of 1992 will
present his first solo
piano recital on Tuesday.
Feb 8, at 8 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of Pnce
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
His program will include "Sonata in C Major,
K. 132" and "Sonata in C
Major, K. 133'' by
Domenico Scarlatti, four
movements from
"Transcendenta Etudes"
and "Hungarian Rhapsody No. 13," both by
Franz Liszt
Brown,a
Massachusetts native.
has appeared as a soloist
with the Ruston Pops.
performed extensively as
a soloist and ensemble
performer in both Europe
and United States with
much of his earlier work
in New England.
He earned the B.A.
degree at Tufts University. the M.M.A. degree in

koaringssoyer
sooTiliNG SCIATICA PAIN

Sci•tic• rouses a painful. crawling
sensation from buttocks Cu feet
ICs caused by unrelenting pressure
n the root of the sciatic nerve
emanating from your spine, going
urn your leg to your toes Causes
include inactivity and wrong lifting
postures, among other factors
Walking becomes difficult becsuae
of die ascrticisUng pain and muacle
weakness Toe problem •ffects
more men than %Ironton
Chiropractic mcognises that
thus distortion may be traced to
faulty spinal pelvic bioevieebenies
Treatments are first directed to re
liars and soothe sublusation (me
•lignrnent) of your sacrolasc and

Alins
spinal column Gentle chiropractic
adjustments of the inuaculoskel
eta! column will ease faulty vine
bra' alignment, and remove
irritation of the sciatic nerve to
bring fast relief
Presented as • =nice to the

cornmen try by
Broermgmeyer
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East On Hwy. 94
Murray, Kentucky 42071

ishaisessel M. 413-3314

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

piano performance at
Yale University and the
D.M.A. degree in piano
performance at Ohio
State University. He
holds the Artist's
Diploma in piano from
the Conservatoria di San
Pietro a Maiella in Nales,
His
Italy
teaching experience also
includes Mansfield (Pa.)
State College, Alfred
Mrs. Glen Hodges
University and
N.Y
SCORPIO
Louisiana College in
ia,
eV
inanc
23to Nov. 211 inV
atu
Pineville, La.
rs. Hodges speaks
As an assistant promoves are lucky. The ability
fessor of music at Murray
heritage
to
left
"
t°
all
Incentrate brings mental
Mrs. Glen Hodges
State, he is teaching
accomplishments. Catch up on
by
Americans
these
great
Lee,
annual
the
at
spoke
piano, organ and countercorrespondence.
Jackson, Maury luncheon military leaders. She adpoint.
SAGMARIUS
of the J.N. Williams ded that "as Americans
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21 i
Chapter of the United we can all be proud of the A fnend thinks more highly
Daughters of the Con- honor and glory won by of you than you realize. Buy
federacy. The event was these men for a nation yow.seu a present, but keep
at the Holiday Inn on Jan. again united."
long-range financial goals in
Dr. Helene Visher in- mind.
19.
cApRICORN
The Murray woman troduced Mrs. Hodges.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. reviewed the lives of
The meeting was open- iDec. to Jan. 19)
'AP, — An estimated 1.5
these heroes of the South: ed with the pledge to the After you attend to some
million cases of child lee, Jackson and Maury. flags followed by the UDC neglected tasks, you'll want to
abuse occur nationally She gave highlights of prayer. Reports were visit with an old friend.
each year.
their outstanding. given Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Remember, to honor social
Because this problem achievements which have secretary, and Mrs. obligationsaffects the whole family, enriched the military Leonard Vaughn, AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
attempts at treatment traditions of the United treasurer.
a special
and prevention are best States.
Mrs. John I.ivesay, You may receive
assignment that should be
served when all family
Mrs. Hodges reminded president of the Kentucky
kept colifidential. A friend
members are involved, the group of the great Division of
r,e.L could keep you waiting.
theye
says Craig Twentyman,
Career gains are likely.
director of the University
Use cold water rather following
‘'Imeetings: tsic
of Rochester's Mount than hot to operate your Perryville District
b719 to Mar. 201
reC
Hope Family Center.
food disposer. This saves meeting to be in The personal touch brings
The center, established the energy needed to heat Louisville in May; Cradle you
career success. Welcome
in 1979, offers a program the water, is recommend- of Jefferson Davis the chance to be.
the
of therapy and education ed for the appliance and District meeting to be in limelight Accept invitations "
for abused and neglected aids in getting rid of Paducah in May; Ken- from friends.
children and provides grease. Grease solidifies tucky, 88th annual con- YOU BORN TODAY have
counseling, home visits, in cold water and can be vention, to be in Murray financial acumen and exand instruction of their ground up and washed in October; 90th general ecutive ability. Though you
away.
parents.
convention of UDC in can succeed in business,
Oklahoma City in you're happiest in a professional or artistic career.
November.
You're more practical than
The next meeting will
the typical -member of your
be Feb. 15 at home of sign, yet you ire also
Mrs. Fred Gingles with idealistic. Though quite verMrs. Lois Sammons as satile, you should concentrate
cohostess. The Rev. en one thing to achieve your
Jerry Hopkins will speak greatest success. You're an inlor 13 teen Seer Ity's fleshed lesoillor'
about "The Churches novator and should try to do
leery We*,Tees* &
During the 11110a,"
your own thing.

,
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Many cases
of child abuse
are reported

Cases Ibis(A Piero Porn tolod h A Seldom bees Son.
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2 CRISPY TACOS

IOW 0,111 IN

May 21 to June 201
Let a loved one know how
much you care. leave notlurig
up to chance Apply yourself
on the yob; bosses will appreciate your industriousness
CANCER
SO
iJurie 21 to July
You may hear from an old
love You'll be proud of a
child's progress, and be sure
to give praise when due An
appointment may be changed
LF,0
July 23 to Aug 22 4/24Ig
Act now Op creative ideas
Follow through on promising
beginnings The afternoon
may bring an important work
development
VIRGO
Aug 23 toSept 221 r/P%
Some new redecorating
ideas could send you shopping.
The ability to see things clearly makes you effective in conimunication.
LIBRA
—
Sept. 23 to Oct. n
It's a good time to get in
touch with -relatives, but y LIU
/ surprising
May WOW SOLD,
news. Antique lovers should
look for good buys

FRIED SHRIMP SPECIAL

TACO TUESDAY
-

GEMINI

SEVEN SEAS
RESTAURANT

none(803)7$3-31183 Out of State 1-1180436-33811
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

For

solidify your position careerwise Honest effort and hard
work can lead to substantial
gains.
TAURes
Apr 20 to Ma) 20 tW-17
An intuitive idea will succeed. but you may have to
revise work methods A close
tie may begin an educational
program

k

CHIROPRACTIC
OUTLOOK
By Dr. Mary
contest comer 7S3-3314

Mar 21 to Apr 19
,ARIES
Avoid risky schemes and
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PAGES THE Mt KR 41. Ky.. LEDGERS TIMES. Maas,.Fe'musty 7. 1113
litianam my. _Hotline was established in Neatest,.
tier 1973 hy a handrui or public spirited
ntrers
with the support of the governor of Texas. To'date.
it has placed over 500.000 calla from runaways,
assuring their families that they are OK Itiautiful!

11.

(
Matt)

Monday.Feb.7
Tuesday.Feb 8
Parent-Teacher
Southwestern I hstrict
workshop on "Plasuung Dental Hygiene Society
for Lent In the Home and vnll met at 7 p m at home
Church" will be from 7 to of AngeIla Parrott.
9 p.m at First United Mayfield
Methodist Church.
ifaptist Young Women
Murray...Calloway of Westside Church will
Camera Club will meet at meet at 7 p.m at home of
7 p m at Calloway Public Judy Smothennan
Library

.owe

_
DEAR ABM I haye a son roamed Brad H. i• •4 ,Ir•
ailicand deaf Like most kids, Brad was very ex. ited
l'hrtstnia•
- and he prepared his 'waist- loa
.da are h..• hut I took
I am rttrkimme his 41-tire The wor
Oar lobo-rib of .urisiteis the spelling 4114.1
itring a 1114.014.1 %.,urattlf, I think you will undt.r.t..:..1 how
thp. wade illy 14.1.1
A1
,14%
plu.14.4. print this It might tall .itt. liii I.. uh.tt
deaf people must f.t.c 1161.rir% day
JANE GALLAGHER. YORBA LINDA Al 11

By Abigail Van Buren'

Hotline for Runaways
Is Parents' Lifeline
DEAR ABBY The Saturday after Thanksgiving our 16
year old daughter walked out of our home A few day*
later she phoned a friend and told him she had too many
problems to fair so .he was leaving town We haven't
heard from her ounce
We felt vei!tr clone to our daughter and knew she had
some emotional problems for which she was receiving pro
festoons-I help The pain we felt through Chrustayiui and
New Year's was almost unbearable We love her very much
and pray each day for her safe return
Abby. please publish your message to run•ways and the
Runaway Hatlene-number as you have done so often in
the-past Our daughter read your column every day in the
Lae Cruces' tN M Sun News Maybe she will read It today
wherever she is
THE SHAW'S

r on '1"1. IN" ails...
"Dear Santa MY wish is to have no
TV station doeftrait have ICC (4111,114/0 I ..014,11•0 •..11
mu.h 1 v.m. rim ro,. your ,it all on TV for the hearing people
until they giyr up and let all shows he C 4 thon r•rf‘,4011r
,in Ve"..ta h TV at thr name time and enaa.• t t )1.;

Tuesday,Feb

Foster
speaker
for club -

Wyono Tucker

Tatting class planned

Workshop maybe held

Mn. Opal Emerine has agreed to teach a night
Tatting Class for those interested on Monday, Feb.
28, at the Ellis Center. She recommends regular

Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home
economics, said several persons have mentioned an
Interested in a Needlepoint workshop The cost will
be between $25 and $30 and will be at Donna's
Needlepoint. Interested persons sbould call the
County Extension Office, 753-1452 or 752-1456. by•
Thursday, Feb 10.

Winter'retreat planned
The Winter Retreat for youth, grades 5 to 8, of
First United Methodist Church will be Saturday and
Sunday, Feb. 12 and 13 at the church. The cost will
be $5 per person which includes two meals, snacks
and bowling. Each one should bring a snack lunch
for Saturday noon and extra money will be needed
for any snacks or arcade games at the University
Center. Registration forms and fee must be given to
Barbara Shores, director of education,.by Wednesday. Feb.9,at 10 p.m.

Pattern workshop planned
The Pattern Fitting and Altering Workshop by the
Caliovray County Extension Service will be in two
sons on Thursday, Feb. 17, and Friday, Feb. 25,
at 9 a.m. at Commerce Centre of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber Commerce, Highway 641 North.
Persons should 753-1452 or 753-1454 by Thursday.
Feb. 10,11 interested.
At the first session the group will see slides on
"Fit in Fashion," determine pattern sizes and
figure type, view slides on Basic pattern alteration

and discues techniques of alterationt. Atthe'Wand
emotes there will be a brief review of the first
meeting and questions, fitting at the gingham,
alteration of paper pattern and a summary, according to Jean Cloar, county extension agent in
home economics.

Pageantscheduled
and

Talent

Pageant will be Saturday, Feb. 19, at Ramada Inn.
Madloonville. Divisions will be 1 year to 18 and
our. For Wennation write Shave Taylor, P.O.
•NOM Stink Ey.,OM or Cell 14:3-ns1.

Hospital.Plans workshop
ildinnies Hospital and the Kentucky Community
COMM Program will present a workshop for
dairymen and other interested persons at Paducah
Community Wisc.. The workshop will be entitled
"Understanding and Caring for the Terminally KU
and Their Families" and MI be in Rosenthal Hall.
PCC.on Friday,Feb. 25,from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. For
more information csdi Martha Hinton, Purchase

Regioaal Coordinator,at 1443-1318.

Charles Faster of Trust
Department of the Bank
of Murray was guest
speaker at the January
meeting of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club
at the Ellis Center
-Prbbate of Kentucky
Estates" was the lesson
presented by Fester Gene Wrather, presi
dent, presided. Hattie
lee Galloway gave the
devotion
The home furnishing
leader; Evelyn Dixon
discussed "Dollar Wise
Decorating." She gave
each one a pamphlet en
titled "Furniture Mix and
Match."
Each..member. showed
a handmade item
Refreshments were serv
ed by Mrs. Dixon ana
Joyce Fortin to the 15
members present.
The club will Meet Feb
9 at 1 p in. at Ellis Center
with Mrs Galloway Ind
Marie Hick-sill hostesses

Chapter I Parent Advisory Councils front
Calloway County Schools
will meet at 11 31) a m at
Western Suzlin Steak
Rouse_ •
-

Group C of Ladies of Murray Country Chib— vvill
play Tuesday, Feb. 8, froth II am,. to 17.30 p.m. at
Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to the
center.
Renee
The lineup is as follows: Court One
Wynn, Cecelia Brock, Cathy Mattis and Cindy
Dunn; Court Two — Vickie Holton, Alice Rouse. Annette Alexander and Jennifer Hewlett

Art works on display
A 16-piece art show by Teresa Swinford, a senior
at Murray State University, will be displayed in the
University Center Art Gallery through Friday. Feb.
11. The show consists of six weavings, four prints
and six commercial art pices.
Miss Swinford is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Don Swinford, 1550 Husbands Road. l'aducah
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 0 p.m.. Monda)
through Friday, and noon to 8 p.m on Saturday and
Sunday.

Assistants will meet
The Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American
diAmociation of Medical Assistants will meet Tuesday, Feb. I, at 7:30 p.m. in the third floor classrooni
at Murray-C-alloivay County Hospital
Gary Haverstock, local attorney, will be the guest
speaker. All members are urged to attend, a
chapter spokesman said.

Stomp club will meet
The Kentucky Lake Stamp Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the Paris Library.
Paris, Tenn. A discussion of "Back of the book"
material with emphasis on the revenue issues will
be featured. All interested persons are invited to attend. according to D.R. Frazier. secretary of the
club.

Grant.received
A federal grant totaling 04,051 has been received
by the Murray State University Special Services
Project for the continuation of support for disadvantaged college students. Dr. Kerry Kerber,director of special programs.at Murray State said ”the

maw/ will be utilized to provide academic and personal counseling. tutoring and special educatianal
events for students."
The Special Services for Disadvantaged Students
Project provide* services for 150 college frogmen
and sophomores. Students Mud demonstrate
endemic and financial need, be• first generation
college student or be handicapped in order to participate in the project. l'be grant award is for the
191344 fiscal yew darting July-k, 1983.
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Homemakers clubs will
meet as follows Coldwater with Mrs. Ronnie
Bazzell, Paris Road with
Bobbie Blalock and New
Providence with Jane
Blankenship. all at 1 p.in

Murray Lions Club will
have its Valentine ladies
Night at 6 30 p in in
cafeteria of Murray High
School

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

Faculty Piano Recital
by. In- Stephen Brown
will be at 8 put in Recital
Hall Allile‘. Price 1 /oy le
Fine Arils Building. Mur
fit) Statei'llivei.dtv
_
Wednesday. Feb 9
Activities at First
Presbyterian Church will
Include choir at ti p iii•
youth gotip at h 30 poi
a
nd ,session meeting at
Murray 'Star Chapter
No 433 . Order of the 7 30 p iii
Eastern Star win
Vrec hlood pressure
7 30p or atTodge hall _
i'llecks will he oven froin
• t;roups of(*WV of First 10 a zn to 1 p an for
Christian Church will senior ettitens at Rife!
meet as follows I with Community Center
Mrs. B D Hall at 10 a m
Douglas Center will be
and Ill with Mrs Helen
open from IU ...Lin to 2
Canipbell at 7 30 p
fain for
Murray Duplicate'senior citiii•ns
Bridge nub v.ill ineet •at 7
llomeniakei s Club,
p rut at-Gleason Hall For
II meet as. follows
information Call 489222.44
a in at
Pacers at
or 753-8345
Boston
Party Pot
a'01
/11
• Kappa Departn.writ. of - terttai, Is at

Valentine's Day Special
Balloon Bouquets

•

153-0035

400'

imusdookurd umr el romp. t

1 dt bull•••4

Whams stet ar••••••61•41 aim ii

mool. $10
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/ WANING
(Wall to Wall, or Is Our Modern Plant)
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I ake
K e ii t u i- k
Chapter of :America n
Association of Medical
Assistants will be at 7 30
p tut in third floor
classroom of Murray Callo w ay C ounty
Hospital

Circles of First United
Methodist . Church
Women will meet as
follows Alice Waters at
church. Bessie Tucker
with Betty I Altai.); and
Maryleopa Frost with
Dulcie Douglass. all at
9 30 a m
and Faith
Doran at churi•h at 2 :10
p in

mh

inikel

Set-end night of. .audiLions fyir -The Odd Cob*" will be at 7 p in. at
the Play house in Murray Calloway County Park

Moody it,ass Club is
Mothers Morning Ind
AlcohOtics Anonymous
30
will meet at II p in at will be at 9 a in at First scheduled ta, nieet at ;
at
Siffiin
pm
llifirch
Methodist
western portion of United
Livestock and Exposition ,
• filaitaariss Maxiories Istaniorist PitiariariasCenter—

niutugt apuy

118 South 12th St.

Tuesday, Feb 8
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p in
at home (Pr David Cunningham, Utterback Road

Murray Wiatian's flub
will have a putItik k Sinfirgasbord. New
cord •at•Si ihuitu Stockade
All Calloway County sweetheart banatuet
Setaiola
:
uoll i alivasiouied -6-40 m -at -vied rhotrie--- at 1-1 -_;Lur-itarnyt;raiv_a•
at 1 p irt at Ellis Center,
at 1 p in to allow
South
Pleasant ; •.'..teachers to have conill
meet
Singles
w
ti at 1 ..to
ferences with parents
at 7 p m at Seventh and with Estelle
Iii
P
lutist
Poplar Churchill
Movie. "All the King's
n 1 ii ited
Men." will be shown at
Returning - 'Stnitents
7 30 p m. in auditorium of United Will meet at 11'30 Methodist Church
Murray Statv University
-at Ordway Hall. Women will MVO
('enter. sponsored by Pi _ Murray State University,. p ni at_thechtii 1•11
Sigma Alpha national
Circles of First United
political- science
Senior cattens acMethodist
Church
honorary stalely
tivities will be at 9 30
a in ad Dexter Center. Women will meet a,
Murray TOPS I take off
from 10 aim to 2 p iii-'at follows Wesleyan with
Club
pounds sensibly
Hazel anti- Douglas Joan Whay-ne act; put
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Centers. from 10 a nu to 3 and Ruth Wilson with
Health Center_ ..
Mary Moyer at 7.30 p
p in at.Fas Centa-r

Tennis ploy Tuesday

5
.

a

Auditions for "The (kid
Couple" at Playhouse in
the Park will be at 7 p in
at - the playhouse. -in
Murray-Calloway County
Park

•• •

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your cheat. Write to Abby. P.O. Boa 18923. Hollywood. Calif 0003/4. For a personal reply, plena.enclose •stamped, self-addressed en% elope.

dotebook

A movie, "Midnight Express," will be shown
Wednesday,Feb.9,at7 and 9:30 p.m.in the Murray
State University Center Theatre. Admission will be
$1 with student identification and $1.50 without student identification.

Murray Lodge No 10.5
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7 30
p iii at lodge hall
Colts and Fillies 4-11
Horse (lub will meet at 7
p.m. at Jack and Jill Day
Care Center
Groups of Find Baptist.
Church Women will meet
as follows 1aatie Moon
with Mp. Porter Noll:mil
at 7 pin

!WAR HORSF: Whoa! The pe:raian who makes the
contribution gets the deduction.

W yona Tucker keep you for many more
celebrated his 81st birthSincerely, •
day on Sunday.Feb.6.
Ronald Reagan"
The Murray man
Mr. Tucker and his
received a special treat wife, the former Ruby
when a letter from Presi- . Wyatt, were married Judent Ronald Reagan ar- ly 11 1921. They reside at
rived at the Tucker home. 410 North Third St., MurPresident Reagan's bir- ray.
thday was the same day.
Their four children are
The letter from The Mrs. Gail Boyd of MurWhite House, ray, Earl Tucker and
Washington, D.C., dated Mrs. Shirley Rogers of
Jan.. 31, 1183, was as Hopkinsville and C.W.
Follows:
Tiater of Detroit, Mich.
"Dear Mr. Tucker:
They have 11 grandMy birthday 'celebra- children and 11 greattion is brightened by the grandchildren. One
knowledge that you and I grandchild is deceased.
share the same the
Mr. Tucker said he was
special day on Feb. 6 — happy to receive the letHappy Birthday ! Nancy ter from President
and I are happy to offer Reagan, but that he had
our best wishesfor the oc- been a registered
casion. God bless and Democrat all of his life.

Movie to be shown

Recovery. Inc.. will
meet at 730 pm at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets

g fa.
DEAR ABM' For Christmas 1 rreely.,1
whut A gift yti,,a1,1 h,. I r
;that were not rat
simply motifosil -that sin... I didn't nerd ant thin.: .1 gill
had been %ern in my name to it chant• m,1 I hr
t hoar
hunts 41t Christ
I think Its yery generowi•to go... Ill
mantime hut v.hat it really amounts to is A Li%
gift
!Now a h., gets tha• dedu. non' The generou. la.z.hot who
dr.- Aral to Maki. ,1 donation in lieu ..1 giy mg mu .1 pr.-arta
Oromit. th14. -gilt was made in my .0.1111i. .1.. 1 grt the
deduct '
• What raiyarr.t thou fair •oat le '
;11.1. iii tI7.l

Wyono Tucker gets
letter from president

crochet thread and shuttle at a cod of 99 cents plus
tax and postage which can be ordered. Persons interested in a shuttle and the lesson should call Jean
Cloar, county extension agent in home economics,
at 753-1452 or 753-1456 by Tuesday, Feb. 8, so they
can be ordered that day.

Coldwater Fruited
Methodist Church
Women are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m

our

DEAR SHAWS: With pleasure. itun•w•ys. call this
toll-free number: 14400-231-H94ft. If in Texan. use
this number: 1-M00-392-3352.
An operator will take your call and telephone your
parents anywhere in the United States with a message from you. There will be no lecturing or recriminations. Your call will not be traced. And only one
question will he asked: "Do you need anything?" If
you do, you will be told where you can get it, free. I
repeat, no attempt will be made to contact you or
bring you hack home — regardless of your age.
lf'you see a runaway. I beg you to forget the past
and send a message to your parents now. They will
sleep better tonight and no will you. God bless you.
ABBY

America's. Sweetheart Beauty

Community calendar

• One spacial per lam
ily (Additional child
in family $3 9S..chi
• Satisfaction Guar
antaad
• All Groups $I 00
Demon

• Ova( as $3 95 .
v*
• Pirent mutt paktum
pOnflitt-

• No toilworn
uniforms

Dates: February 9 S. 10
Days: Wednesday & Thursday
Hours: 11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

lad & Zadjs
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Number of MSU women faculty members decreases
LOUISVILLE, Ky
(API — The number of
women faculty members
in the state university
system increased less
than one-third of a percent from 1979 to 1981. according to a report
released by the Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights
The report. released
Monday, said a small increase of 21 women into
the teaching system raised the level of women
faculty to 77 percent in
1911

The University of Kentucky Community College System had the
largest increase during
that two-year period with
44 additions.
Its faculty is now 55
percent female, the
highest in the system, the
conunissiori said
Morehead State,
University had the
largest numerical loss as
24 female faculty
members left the college
staff during the two-year
span
The number of women

faculty members also
declined at Murray State,
Kentucky State and
Western Kentucky.
The report also noted
that the University of
Kentucky and the University'of Louisville were the
only two schools with less
than 20 percent female
faculty.
Kentucky Increased its
female faculty level to
19 4 percent in 19111 from
18 4 percent in 1979 while
U of 1. lowered its faculty
to 17 5 percent female in
1961 from 19 7 oercent

female In 1979.
Galen Martin, the cammmission's executive
director, said that
Eastern Kentucky and
Northern Kentucky
University added women
factilty between 1V/9 and
1961 and raised their
percentage.
Martin said that other
state universities should
look at Eastern and Northern Kentucky and the
community college
system "to learn how
those three institutions
have been able to hire

President'§ Day Sale

• d retain female faculty
at higher levels. than the
others."
The level of minority
women (acuity deeline4
over the two-year period
while white'women factdty increased in both
number and percent.
The report said the
number of black women
faculty remained at 64
between 1979 and 1961,
but their percentage of
the faculty dropped from
4.8 percent in 1979 to 4.7
percent in 1961 because of
the increase in white
women
Three fewer other nonwhite women were in the
tenure system in 1981
than in 1979.
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ASHEVILLE. N C
AP
A man found
dead in his motel room
apparently electrocuted
himself with his electric
toothbrush, the Buncorn be County medical
examiner says
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agar*
school districts to test students who could use
students is grades 9. 6. It," said Don Hart, direcand IS. The program was tor al the division of comdesigned to seek out pensatory education for
'Weida who needed the state Department of
radial help and set up Educatkin.
programs to help those
For example. about
students.
ON Jefferson County
But the General students are
in the high
Assembly did not ap- school ChspterI
reading
propriate money for the program. Bat about 6.500
school districts to put the have test scores
that
programs into place. And qualify them for remedial
in 1141 the Prichard work.
Committee of the Council
And the academic proof Higher Education
stated ':the critical blems from high school
remedial element of the are plaguing those
Educational Improve- students who go on to colment Act has not been lege.
provided. It is imperative
Donald Hunter, assisthat the General tant superintendent for
Assembly provide such instruction for the Kenfunding so the intension tucky Department of
of the Act...can be car- Education, said a student
ried out."
who scores below 16
Still there is no organiz- points on the American
ed, state-financed pro- College Test generally
gram for providing -will need remedial help in
remedial help for college.
children.
Last year, 36 percent of
Most remedial classes
the
Kentucky students
are now financed through
a federal program called who took the ACT scored
Chapter I, formerly Title below 16 points in
I. But there is not enough English. More than half
money to go around, of- — 52 percent — scored
ficials say, so only the below 16-pnints in math.
children with the greatest
"We're getting a
need are chosen for the number Of students who
started to fall behind in
program.
"We're reaching ap- elementary or middle
proximately half the school and have just sort
of fallen further behind.
Years have gone by."
said Blaine Hudson,
associate director of the
,t‘
41P.
preparatory division at
4
the University of
Louisville.
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Dr. H.E. Hinman ruled
Friday.
Burleson's body was
found Thursday in his
room at the motel on U.S.
70, where he had lived
since November. The
body was found near the
sink in the bathroom area
and had. _burns on the
hands.'face and chest.
Burleson joined the
Biltmore Estate staff in
1959 and was named
general manager in 1968.
In November 1980, he left
the ' estate to beconie
president of Chimney
Rock Co.

144 ot'ave7°Igday

1err+IrC SOO COWS
t •

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP) — State officials
say statistics show the
need for remedial educetinin Kentucky is Natgering, "Ws fonds foe
such programs are
dwindling.
Last year, nearly 36
percent of Kentucky's
10th-traders scored so
low on reading testa that
state officials determined.remedial help was needed. And 27 percent of the
10th graders needed
remedial help in mathIn 1976, the General
Assembly passed the
Educational Improvement Act, which required

Electrocution cause of de9th

C Don Burleson,
former- general manager
of the popular Biltmore
Estate tourist attraction.
was using the toothbrush
with his nght hand when
he touched water with his
left hand, sending a electrical charge through his
body, medical examiner

Sale B SO Het) $11

Remedial needs increase
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Valentine's
Special
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Sat. Feb. 12th

Nik
rla. •

Featuring
•1 Nights Lodging For 2
•A Dance
SS /Live Band I"Going My W
'Break fast For 2
Only $40
"
Per4ouple

Call 47T-221r—
For

Dance Only
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
$15
"
per couple
Liiird spare-Call For Ticket.

Kenlake State Resort
Hwy.94 E. Park
474-2211
PiKES GOOD MINE IIPPUES LAST • PONCES GOOD WNIU

ct

D T
Warehouse Foods
623 Seek 4th

WPM!UST • PRICES GOOD

Alarm, Ky.

Reelfoot
Hot or Mild

Tenser

Ice Milk

Terser Milk Gel. $2.19

CHURCHILL
In 1916, Winston Churchill took command of a
battalion of the Royal
Scots Fusiliers on the
Western Front during
World War I.

Ws The Total
On The Tape
That Comets

Prices GO•41 MI6 *plies lastl

994

Kentucky now gets
about _859 million in
federal Chapter I aid. In
1980-81, Chapter I served
about 113,800 Kentucky
children, with a high
number of students from
low-income families.
Smith said that is
because research shows
has shown a high correlation between income and
school achievement.
But officials said they
expect a 15 percent cut in
financing for the next
school year. And that
means there will be lass
money to offset a growing
problem,officials say.

Sausage
1 39
1 Lb.
Reelfoot Bolero 1 Li. $1.19

Reelfoot

201k.

Bacon

Potatoes

139

149

120z.
Sweepstake Jock Mackerel 594

Yellow Woes Lb. 14'
Cherubs Bathroom

Towels

59

Jumbo Roll

Reelfoot Lwd 24 Lb. $11.49

Penney

Coco-Colo
Sprite
or

Tissue
09
4 Rd Ple.
Resta UMW Crockors 1 Lb. 194
11 Pk.
14 Oz.
Plas
Deposit •

44
••4
6 .1

. tegg

C 00•404, Comele. ••••
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Soviet nuclear-powered spy satellite falls to cloom over ocean

WASHINGTON AP)
doom over the South
Pentagon offiaials said Atlantic Ocean shortly
they assume the radioac- after 6 a.m. EST today.
tive remnant of a Soviet
Confirmation was
nuclear-powered spy delayed until the North
satellite tumbled to its AmertGan Aerospace

Defense Comsnand could
complete checks by its
tracking radar
"We now assume it has
entered the Earth's atmoaphere harmlessly."

said Major Douglas Kennett
Earlier, the defense
command had predictkd
a re-entry point about
1,100 miles east of the

set for Broadway's
Shubert, Theater, and
host Robert Kimball,
music critic for the New
York Post and longtime
friend of the ragtime
composer, invited 1.600
PeoPieBlake, who is recovering from pneumonia. had
to spend the day at his
Brooklyn home, but wellwishers at both parties
planned to pass on
greetings by the phooe
hookup. said Blake's
lawyer. Elliot Hoffman
In a recent interview,
Blake told Kimball: "Tell
everybody I want to write
one more Broaddway
show ... I think I have one
more score left in me."
Blake, who 'once said
that his best year was
1907, collaborated with
Noble Siside in the hit
song "I'm Just Wild

About Harry," from their
Broadway show "Shuffle
Along" - the first Broadway show -written,
directed, performed and
produced by blacks It
ran for 504 performance's.
Blake's "Memones of
You" was the hit song of
"Lew Leslie's Blackbirds
of 1930" on Broadway.
and he later appeared in
films.
Blake retired from performing at the age of 64,

but when he was*7 he and
ragtime made a comeback. Until recently, he
was constantly in the
public eye, playing his
songs and reminiscing on
talk shows
He appeared at a show
in his honor last month at
the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts in
Washington. D.0 The
program was taped for
cable and public broadcasting stations

NEW YORK tAP) Eubie Blake marked his
100th birthday today and
fans launched a 24-hour
ims party for the ragtime
composer, even though
Blake is too sick to attend
either event.
Another party for 1.600
guilts was also planned
today, with a special
telephone hookup so partygoers at both events
can give their best wishes
to the venerable pianist
whose first hit was
"Charleston Rag" - in
1999.
The first party.
scheduled to last around
the clock, began Just
after midnight at St.
Peter's Church in Mid-town Manhattan, a
church known for its Sunday afternoon jazz vesper
services.
The second party was

Actor Gary Coleman
admitted to hospital;
listed as satisfactory
LOS ANGELES 1AP
- Gary Coleman, pintsized star of NBC-TV's
"Diffrent Strokes.," was
in satisfactory condition
following surgery to
drain an abeess from his
kidney transplant, his
publicist says..
Coleman, who will be 15
on Tuesday, entered
UCLA Medical Center for
a second transplant
operation Sunday, but instead surgeoniwere forced to drain an abcess
from scar tissue left from
the performer's first
transplant nine years
ago, said press agent
Larry Frank.
Frank described Col:man's condition late
Sunday night as satisfactory, and a nursing supervisor who declined to give
his name said the operation took 45minutes.
Frank said Coleman
was -in good spirits."
"He is in no health
danger and will await
availability of another
compatible kidney
suitable for transplant,"
Frank said. "He's a tough
little kid."
Noting Coleman's upcorning birthday, Frank
said the transplant
-"would have been a nice
present."
Coleman's parents
were at the hospital

throughout the day, he
added.
The young actor's first
transplant was performed in Chicago in
December 1973, but the
kidney apparently had
weakened, and for the
past year Coleman had
been on "a chronic ambulatory peritoneal
dialysis program,"
Frank said.
.
He said the four-timesa-day dialysis does not require Coleman to lie
down.
Doctors canceled the
operation when
preliminary examination
revealed an abcess infection surrounding scar
tissue in stitches from the
previouw• transplant
surgery.
Frank said the kidney
for transplant was from
an unidentified San Antonio, Texas, donor. It
was computer-matched
In Texas early Sunday
and flown directly to
UCLA Medical Center.
Coleman has been
honorary chairman of the
National Gift of Life program. he organ-donor
program of the National
Kidney Foundation,
Frank said.
Coleman is expected to
be discharged Tuesday,
said Frank.

Brazilian coast.
However, specialists cautioned that there might be
some ination from the
predicted point, in part
because the satellite section was tumbling in orbit
The predicted position
was plotted at about 19
degrees south latitude
and 22 degrees west
longitude, Pentagon officials said.
The North Amencan
Aerospace Defense Command, tracked the final
section of Cosmos 1402 as
it gathered speed in the
ever-increasing grip of
gravity
It is impossible to
predict whether significant amounts of radioac-

het material will reach
the Earth's surface," the
Pentagon said in a statement before the satellite
re-entered the atmosphere. "The Nicest
probability is that the
core will nearly cornpletely burn up" as happened an identical
satellite which
disintegrated over northern,Canada five years
ago,the statement said
It recalled that small
radioactive particles
from that 1978 satellite,
Cosmos 954, -were
spread over large areas
with pieces of hardware.
distributed over a track
several hundred miles
long and about 30 miles
Wide'

Save 20%
on bi-partisan choices from
our classics collection.
Sale $20 Reg $25 Misses poi
with stitched -down pleats ..,4!ner
Choose from live great fashion t110/
Brown Black Tan and White
Sizes 6 to 16

The satellite section
that descended today was
all that was left in spare
from an 8,000-pound
ocean surveillance
satellite launched by.the.
Soviets List summer The
main section plunged into
the atmosphere and burned Jan 23 over the midIndian Ocean
The: last section was
believed to weigh about
200 pounds and include.
110-pounds of enriched
uranium fuel
Earlier. Department of
Energy officials had
predicted the satellite's
remains could spread
radioactivity over an
area 600 utiles long and 30
to 40 Mies wide _Hut they.
stressed it was unlikely

anyone on Earth would be
hit by debns.
The Energy Department's Nuclear
Emergency Search Team
was -on alert to help
retrieve any debris
The satellite was launched Aug. 30, for a Lmsmon normally lasting
about five months.
The main section of
Cosmos 1402 started its
descent. - which ended a
little over iwo weeks ago,
some 1,100 miles
southeast of the Britishowned island of Diego
Garcia in the Indian
S
Ocean, where
observers reported seeing a 40-second flaming in
the sky as the dying
satellite. passed by.
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OBITUARIES
Rites Tuesday for Mrs. Wilcox
Mrs. Harrison's Mrs. McCallon • Mrs. Luls Wilcox, 111, She was a member of
Hazel. died Sunday at the Hazel Church of
services today dies Sunday; 9.45
a.m. at Lome Term Malt Born Nov. 10,
Care Unit of Murray- ION, in Henry County,
rites Tuesday Calloway County Tenn., she was the
at cemetery

Mrs. Fannin

dies;funeral
on Tuesday
Mrs. Carter Lee'
Farmer,114. 1212 Melrose,
died today at 3:10 a.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.
Her husband, John
Farmer,died July 5,
.
ne deceased was a
member of the First
United Methodist Church.
She had been employed
as a seamstress for The
Cherry's.
Born Nov. 11, INC in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Lee Cook Whitnell
and Susan Cartet Waters
Vfhitnell.
Mrs, Farmer is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Sue Costello, Murray, and Mrs. Jeanette
Giles, Fulton; three sons,
Buddy Farmer, Bob
Farmer ..and Mansfield
Farmer, all of Murray;
nine grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren
The funeral will be
Tuesday at II a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funera I Home. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today Monday )

Mrs. Nellie McCann,
112, Rt. 1. Kirkaey, died
Sunday at 3:56 a.m. at the
Murray-Chlloway County
Hospital. Her husbiund.
!Rinke McCallon, died
April 5. 1909.
The deceased was a
member of the Kirkaey
United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 34, 1900, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Olin Evans and
Olive Bazzell Evans.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Hiram
(Marie 1 Riley, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; two sons,
Jewell McCallon and his
wife, Datha, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, and Howard
(Buster) McCallon and
his wife, Lou Ann, Rt.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Miss Novice
Evans, Miss Irene Evans
and Mrs. Mary Crawford,
all of Murray; one
brother, Porter Evans,
Mayfield; nine grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Bob Dotson will
officiate. Gus Robertson,
J r., will be soloist .
Burial will follow in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
several nieces 'and
Friends may call at the
nephews.
funeral home
The funeral is today at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Linn Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Randy
Shelton is officiating.
-141413`.111.1 Ky 21' 11111.2
Mrs. Birdie Osman Harnoon, ME formerly of
Murray, died Siturday at
her home in Royal Oak,
Mich.
Her husband,011ie Herneon. died June 17, 1960.
She was a member of the
Royal Oak Church of
Quist.
Born July 19, 1093, in
Graves County, she was
the daughter of the late
William Chunn and Sadie
Pullen Chunn.
Mrs. Harrison Ls 'Wvived by three daughters,
Mrs. Clover Cotham,
Murray, aim meadow
Knight. Walla Walla,
Wash., and Mrs. Jean Op.
dycke, Royal Oak, Mich.;
one son, Bill Harrison,
Royal Oak, Mich.; six
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
Graveside services
were today at 11 a.m. at
the Murray City
Cemetery. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Tommy Carroll, B.C. Jones,
Cliff Finney. Roy._
Folsom, Leroy Todd and
Tretnon Farris.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
arrangements.

Bryan Henson's funeral today

Bryan Henson,'M, Rt.
4, Benton, died Saturday
at 9:40 a.m at the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
The deceased was - a
retired farmer.
He la survived by one
sister, Mrs. Lareva ,HarBurial will follow in the
rison of Hardin, and Olive Cemetery
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Her husband,James W
Wilcox, died March 1,
1968. One'daughter, Mrs.
Thrya Lee Curd, died
June 13, 1977.

Mrs. Kelly's
rites Sunday
at church
Final rites for Mrs.
Penny Todd Kelly were
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Elm Grove Baptist
Church. The Rev. Calvin
Wilkins officiated. Music
was by Bobbie Burkeen
and Juanita Lee, singers,
with.Paula Kinsolving as
pianist.
'Pallbearers were
Ricky' Williama, Rupert
Emerson, Walter B.
Smith. Adron Smith, Edward Smith and Kenny
Smith. Burial. was in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements
Mrs. Kelly, 33, Rt. 3,
died Friday at Baptist
Memorial Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
She is survived by her
husband, Jimmy Kelly;
her son. Kenji Kelly; her
parents`, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Todd sister, Miss
Pam Todd; grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Oury Smith; mother-inlaw. Mrs. Jack Kelly.

PARIS(API - Farmer government will retry sent their case against
Nazi officer Klaus Bar- Barbie for "crimes Barbie.
bie, called the -Butcher against humanity" to reWest German
of Linn." will be retried mind French youth of the authorities have also said
in France in the most im- Nazi era.
they want to try him for
portant warcrimes trial
Mammy said in a state- his World War U rule.
daughter of the late since that of Adolf mint after Barbie',
Barbiesbial in Francs
Robert H. Hart and Betty Eichiaman. who was ex- return: -The younger will focus etiolate,on the
Lamb Hart.
ecuted in Israel 21 years generation mug know period between 1101 and
Mrs. Wilcox is survived ago.
whet happened so they 1044, when the Nazis nalby three daughters, Mrs.
Therewill be at least can be reedy to protect ed France with tha..ealJohn ( Betty Compton one major difference: the dignity of their caw latioration of the Vichy
and Miss Bobble Wilcox, under current law the try at all tithes and, even governmen1.
Murray,and Mrs. Brenda fanner World War II Ger- more so, the dignity of
During those years,
Bouland, Chicagel IU.; man commander faces a
75,001 French men,
one son. James Wilcox, maximum penalty of life
Officials said no date women and children of
Chicago, Ill.
In prison.
has been set for trial and the Jewish faith were
Also surviving are
Barbie, 09, was expell- cautioned that it could deported to Nazi death
three sisters, Mrs. Carl ed from Bolivia last week take months before pro- camas. Most never
( Mildred) Williams, Mur- and flown to France -a secutors are ready to pre- returned
ray. Mrs. Novella lckler, move hailed by the Soviet
Mesa. Ariz., and Mrs. Union on Sunday and one
Rubena Blow, St. Louis, that prompted an offer of
Mo.; two brothers, Fred prosecutorial help from
ches, the weather service
By DEAN FOSDICK
Hart and Kale Hart, the Israelis.
Aanxiated Press Writer said.
Hazel.
France has accused A slow-moving midThe weather forced
Nine grandchildren. 14 Barbie of sendlnj 7,591 Atlantic storm that President Reagan to cut
great-grandchildren and Jews and resistance disrupted President short a visit to Camp
one great-great- fighters to concentration Reagan's travel plans left David, Md., where he was
grandchild also survive.
camps and ordering 10 inches of snow heaped celebrating his 72nd birThe funeral will be another 4,000 executed on New Jersey today, thday Sunday.
Tuesday at II a.m. in the while he served a while another moistureMeanwhile, Northern
chapel of Blalock - Gestapo chief in Lyon laden Pacific storm plow- California experienced
Coleman Funeral Home. from 1942-44.
ed into rain-weary the first of what was exKeith Dixon and Dr. JerFrenchmen who suf- California.
pected to be another
rell White will officiate. fered at Barbie's hands in The West Coast storm, series of Pacific storms
Mrs. Oneida White will be Nazi-occupied Lyon - the first of a series ex- onSunday.
organist and soloist.
and those who remember pected this week, snarled
At Donner Summit,
Burial will follow in the him - are infuriated he trafficSunday with minor near the CaliforniaMurray City Cemetery.
no longer faces the death mudslides, high winds Nevada border, a tractorFriends may call at the penalty after twice being and blowing snow in the trailer overturned Simfuneral hoMe after 4 p.m. sentenced to death in Sierra Netada,
day on snow-covered Intoday lMOndayl.
a bsentia
-The Atlantic storm was teratate 80, snarling traf"I want to put a bullet blamed for at least one tic and stranding
In his he_adi He tortured fatality Sunday - a 40- motorists for nearly 20
everyone in my family!" year-old Hillsborough, miles, authorities said.
screamed a middle-aged N.C., man who died when
woman as police took her his Jeep skidded off a
into custody Saturday at road and tumbled down a
Services for Jerry Dee the Lyon airport, where 40-foot embankment,
Limb are today at -2-p.m. she had expected the authorities said.
BOBBY WOLFF
in the chapel of Blalock- plane carrying Barbie to "The Atlantic storm is
Coleman Funeral Home. land.
slowly up. the
won't
yod
Renee Moulin, widow of coast andg
Johti-Date-and Dr. Serra
stop you, ma
pray
y or
White are officiating-. France's most famous snowfall continue feet "Elmer G. Letterman
Singers from the Seventh resistance fighter, said through today and into
and Poplar Church of Barbie "should be-shot or tonight in much of New
Christ with Jerry Bolls as hanged high with a short England," Nolan Duke, a
leader are providing the rope." Barbie is accused meteorologist with the South knew he shouldn't
of beating to death Mrs. National Weather Service risk today's trump finesse.
music.
Pallbearers are Roger Moulin's husband', Jean. In Kansas City, said to- but he just couldn't resist.
"Death would be too day.
Hopkins, Wayne Hopkins,
Had he paid more heed to
Bart Toth, Jimmy Lamb, mild a punishment for "It will hang on in West's overcall, he surely
Pat Iamb and Dwain him," said Llse Lesevre, Maine at least until would have got cold feet.
Nesbitt. Burial will follow a French resistance Wednesday and Dummy's diamond king
in Murray Memorial messenger who is one of temperatures will begin won the first trick and the
Barbie's surviving vic- to drop in much of the trump 10 was pushed
Gardens.
Mr. Lamb,50,213 Irvan tims.
region as the skies clear through for a losing finesse.
acndamesouththe
Eichmann, a Nazi who sometime Tuesday."
St., died Saturday at 2:45
in the
nine
correctly
a.m. at Murray-Calloway oversaw the deportation, Highs would be
finessed dummy's 10. That.
County Hospital. Born torture and murder of teens,he said.
Dec. 9, 1942, he was the millions of Jews during By early today, up to a was the good news. The bad
son of.Dee Lamb and Eva World War H, was tried foot of snow had ac- news was that East iNifed
and executed in Israel in cwn ulated in the moun- and switched to spades and
Hopkins Lamb.
He is survived by his 1962. He had been located tains of North Carolina; eventually South was forced
parents, Mr, and Mrs. by Israeli agents and ab- 10 inches in parts of to concede down one
West's vulnerable overDee Lamb, Murray; two ducted to Israel, where he southern New Jersey; 5 call
should not only have
sisters, Mrs. Walter was convicted for crimes ta_.
ches
, .,,tL__._
Philadeir.,..v7 warned against the trump
King, Murray, and Miss against the Jewish people and muluniswn, 1-FCI., finesse, it should have
Janie Lamb, Paducah; and against humanity.
and 4 inches in screamed out the probabiliFrench Premier Pierre Washington.
his grandmother, Mrs.
ty of the impending di.Mauroi said Sunday the New York City had 3 in- mond ruff
Beulah Lamb, Murray.
To make his game, South
should play his trump ace on
the first lead and Then surrender a trick to West's
tNOODMEN BLDG MURRAY 753 9476
king.
This
cautious
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trumps and the- marked diamond finesse guarantee' 10
tricks.
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Areas hit by storms

Mr. Lamb's
rites today
in chapel

ACES'
ienfce

Kuykendall's,
services
on Saturday
' Graveside services for
Hassel Kuykendall were
Saturday at II a.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery
The Rev. G.T. Moody officiated.
Pallbearers were
Robert 0 en Jones, Wally Burmeister, Joe Sims,
Will Ed Stokes, C.R.
Outland and CO1011iall
McKee!.
J.11.. Churchill. Funeral
Home was in charge Of
arrangements.
Mr - Kuykendall, 57,
Gilbertsville, died Thursday morning at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He was an
employee of Pennwalt
Corp.. Calvert City, and a
member of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Born July 16. 1935, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of Opal Story
Kuykendall and William
Nancy Kuykendall.
his Wife,
Mrs. Freeda Dunn
Kuykendall; his mother,
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall,
Murray; one son, Mike
Kuykendall, and two
granddaughters, Leigh
and Laura Kuykendall,
Nashville; one brother,
James _Howard Kuykendall, Murray.
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ARM EltilEtit PORECAST
Young Former class has banquet

Plant bed mold control is top priority

Contest winners recognized

Tobacco producers wet areas in rolling
['set your area tobacco fungicides such as man
should make control of fields
growers involved in pro- cozeb. polyram, ferbam
Last year. blue mold ducing a good crop of zineb tor inaneb, starting
The Callowky County
The silver anniversary to be held at the Ex- ly 40 other Calloway blue mold in plant beds a
Young Farmer class met of the Kentucky Young ecutive Inn in Owensboro Couhtians enrolled in top priority in 1983 Con- was first detected in Ken- disease-free tramsplarits with the first signs ,,f
for their annual class Farmer Aasociation State Feb. 25 and 26
Young Farmer classes at trolling the build-up of tucky in fields in the so the crop can be set on thsesases' in the heti.
banquet Friday. Jan. 14, Convention will be hosted
Cunningham is the cur- the Murray Area Voca- blue mold - in beds this Mammoth Cave area in lithe and plant beds im- weekLy foliar sprayme
at Seven Seas by the Calloway County rent YFA state pre.odent
tional Center will be at- spring will reduce the mid-June 'When it was mediately destroyed with Kahului 2E plus a
disease potential in the discovered, the blue mold after transplanting The protestant fungicide t(s
Restaurant. Peeples Y.F A. The convention is Danny and approximate- tending the convention.
field biter on
was traced back to near- longer transplants re- any beds
place So
Bank, an integral force in
That's the advice of Dr by plant beds," Nesmith main in .the area. the days after seeding
agriculture in Calloway
Bill Nesmith,. extension said
Keep the plant bed proCounty, sponsored the
greater the potential for
plant pathologist in the
Before that blue mold blue iold build-up
tected from- blue mold meeting. The bank was
University of Kentucky discovery in Kentucky,
represented by Mr. and
Use recommended with a regular spra%
College of Agriculture.
the only other regions in chemical controls. in- schedule until you (-0111
Mrs. Richard Price.
"Plant beds play a ma- the United States known cluding -Rolland 2E at the plte transplanting and
Dale Outland, YFA
jor role if not the major to have the disease were rate of one-half pound i/er replanting Once t)ti stop
president, conducted the
role in blue mold build- areas in Texas where. acre. I 4-a teaspoons per protection. of the b0.
- business meeting followup and spread in Ken- blue mold was active on 100 square yards applied destroy it by &lip disking
ing the meal. The main
tucky'," said Nesmith -wild tobacco and in at Seeding as a spray onto or plowing Mowing isn't
item of business was the
-Plant beds serve as an Flo-rid-a and Georgia the soil. regular preven- enough because„ it does
Tecognition of county proideal site for blue mold to where a few isolated flue- LIU% e foliar sprays tsith not kill theplants
duction contest - winners.
becbme established dur- cured fields showed blur
The winners were: Jim
ing tunes when conditions mold in early May.
Stahler, dairy production
are generally not
Nesmith said the blue
contest; Randy Tucker,
favorabla for
'Mold'- Mold pathogen-- for'Kkicorn production contest;
development in the tucky's crop last Year
Jimmy Kelly, dark fired
either blew into the state
•
tobacco contest; Mark
The abundant lush from the wild tobacco in
Paschall, soybean,
growth in the tobacco Texas: with intermediate
BAY 11 IV, Mich
irig. a iNt1 v..1 ham, iii
wheat, and burley proplant bed provides highly stops along the way, Weis
A $2 115- million settle- human food
duction contests; and
susceptible tissue, in from the Florida- ment 4 if farMer5• lalfll5
The agreement. reachDanny Cunningham,
CLASS OFFICERS- The newly elected class leers of the Calloway County
moisture and shade • - i1eorgia activity, or over- 4*Ver IlVeStaek ferd con- ed Thurstlao.: sets up .1
YFA rural leadership
three conditions required wintered in Kentucky
ithi thu
.1 am ri t ell
$2 85 million fund Jot
contest. Jerry Stark was Young Farmer class, at a banquet at Seven Seas hosted by Peoples Bank Jan 14
'Regardless of how the ChellaCal PUB was • the payineliCS of claims,
nominated to run for a are (back row, from left) Jerry Stark, treasurer; Jim Stahler, president; Ken- for blue mold development. The disease builds pathogen arrived.- best deal'. fur the
r:14
state office at the State neth Greer, vice president; Terry Rogers, reporter; Richard Price, Peoples
Bank,and Shet Sykes, secretary.
rapidly
plantbeds. Nesmith said, -one thing tiffs. a lawyer foot the K hit 11 tin Nell the feed. t.,
convention.
,
especially late in the is clear the blue mold farmers Sal.
forgi% $.cao.iksi in impart
.build-up and .spread iii
plant bed season.
bills for 88 families. and
More than 1 5 million :11141%4.
; the farmers to
Abandoned and late Kentucky was largely
•stiits Agarnst
season ..plant beds _serve_ through plant beds'
Make your plans now to Ilona! Porketes annual seminars sponsoièF by year is a chance Co see the as an ideal staging area
To control the disease had to be tiestroyeol (Mei ‘'oolsit iii t'lasnical Corpattend the 1903 American meeting and the con- the National Porkettes Pork Value Program in for blue maid Tungus, un- in the tobacco bed
anti Farm Bureau Ser.%
1114.11 owns the compaii,‘
Pork Congress in St. tinuation of the NPPC an- and, of course, the trade -action. On Wednesday til field conditions thus better control the Inc accident:ill% mixed that made the 1'1111
show.
and Thursday in a special become favorable for disease in the field
Louis, Mo., March 8-11. nual meeting.
the chemical
The settlement must lot•
The convention, sponHighlighting Thurs- area on the trade show blue mold development Nesmith suggests the feed in 19;*3
Wednesday evening ofused approved by the fanny, s
sored by the National fers a departure from the day's events is the An- floor, convention goers as the field canopylorms4 following
for indu_strialfireproof - arid a federal jutlge
Pork Producers Council, traditional Family Fun. nual Banquet and Queen will be able to observe a around early July, esfeatures a trade show, Night as theme parties. Coronation in the even- group of hogs and. rate plainedNesmith.
educational seminars, and dances are scheduled ing This year NPPC will them using the lean guide
Once the canopy forms,
prominent speakers,[un- for several convention crown a new queen and and symbol of per- most Kentucky fields,
filled entertainment and hotels allowing conven- see the passing of the for-unmee from the pork with moisture from rain,
shared experiences with tion goers to Choose ac- gavel to a ne
NPPC value program
dew or fog, offer condiOn Friday morning the tions favorable„ to blue
other pork producers.
tivities that suit their president.
Friday winds up con- carcasses will be on mold. In the last few
All but a few of the 750 tastes.
booths available on the
Educational seminars vention week with the display so producers can years,. Nesmith sant,
trade shoiv floor are on many aspects of hog Porkette* Fellowship see. how their guesses most -of Die-stares blur
alraady reserved as. the production ,continue Breakfast and. -continua- fared The producer.inat: tniold activity_ before the
tendant:e with the closest - heavy field canopy has
Industry's major sup- . throughout the day, tion of the trade show.
pliers prepare to show the Thursday. Adding to the - A special feature for guess will win a vahiabte-7_ formed hat been in
Shad)"
latest in equipment and day's events are the convention goers this prize
areas of the field or in low
products.
This year's theme is
"Pork Producers. Winners Leading the Way!"
It symbolizes the inFarmers Home Ad- Administrator Charles
dustry's determination to
W. Shuman, among
chart its own destiny; a ministration iFmHA
determination that has State Director Kendell L. others: ASCS -State- Exresulted in pork being one Seaton is directing ecutive Directors, inof the few bright spots in FmHA district directors cluding Lillian Dart, and
the agricultural and county supervisors ASCS committee
throughout the state to members Dr. Roy Gray
economy.
St. Louis is rolling out encourage Kentucky and Thearon Forgy and
INDUSTRIAL RD. 753-1423 Murray
the red carpet as they farmers to seriously con- ASCS committee
prepare to paint the town sider participating in the members from around
"pork" in recognition of new Payment-in-Kind the country, also attendthe industry and conven- (PIK ) or "crop swap" ed the meeting.
•'There is no doubt in
tion goers. Just a few of program.
my
mind," Seaton said,
the festivities include a
Seaton, who just "that this innovative F'IK
proclamation designating returned froma
Depart- program can be of great
March 6-12 as "Pork ment of
Agriculture brief- benefit to Kentucky's
Week," store windows ing in
Washington, said
featuring pork oriented he is "thoroughly con- farmers. It can help
displays, pigskin fashion vinced that the PIK pro- reduce the need for
operating capital, reduce
shows at local shopping gram can go a long
way interest coats, and hold
malls, retail pork promo- toward solving
surplus
tions and possibly even a grain problems and eas- production to 8 more
realistic level this year
marathon.
ing the cost-price squeeze and, if necessary, next
The convention pro- while, at the
same time,
The Checkerboards Are Back Up At Sedalia, By!
gram begins on Tuesday holding down federal year. It can help relieve
cash flow problems for
with the annual meeting spending."
many farmers and, in the
of the delegates and
The meeting in long run, improve the
board of directors of the
National Pork Producers Washington, Seaton said, general agricultural
Council. These discus- was called by Secretary economy..
"I sincerely hope that
sions lay on the ground of Agriculture John R.
work for future programs Block. It included coin- every firmer will „study
meats by the Secretary the details of the new proand directions.
Wednesday is the of- and detailed briefings by gram with an open mind
ficial opening of the trade Agricultural Stabilization and determine its
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
show, educational and Conservation Service benefits before the end of
AdministratcW\Ve sign-up period, March
seminars and the display ( ASCS
Everett
Rank
and FinHA II,"Seaton said.
rooms along with the No-

Settlement reached
in 1973 PBB case .

Pork producers plan convention for March 8-11

Southern States

SEED NOW IN STOCK

FmHA endorses PIK
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"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

- Vegetable at flower
Bulk & Packaged
Get Ready to Plant...
Spring is around
the corner!

U.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT IL
SOYBEANS
V/

mi

Hutson's AG Service, Inc.

DAIRYMEN

753-3404

Groin
Merchandising

Jim Wheeler, MGR

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &
Bulk Feeds

:46

Improving your
land can be a
long-term project.

Your land Bank offers
long term credit for land
improvements as well as land
purchases At your'Land
Bank. you II hod people who
know and understand the special credit needs of
agriculture You'll also find we offer competitive
interest rates, flexible terms and affordable Pay
ments Talk to your Land Bank loan officer about
your land improvement plans

Ovtpost Office
Alk The
la Merrily •
miw Land Bank
ivory Tiestley
caw to tho lend and the pimple who work iv
At The PCA Office,
tivrif.641 01221•142
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753-5378
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Jim Wheeler, manager Hutson's AG Service, Inc., At
Sedalia, Ky., Is Pleased To Announce He'll Be Offering The
Lineup On New Milk Generator Milking Rations From Purina.
s-

Fast Dependable Service, Quality Products, And Computerized
Ration- Balancing Servke.

—MILK
CIENERAIDIL, Call Or Stop By
Hutson's AG
Service, Inc.
Hwy 97 Sedalia, Ky.
(502)32$-1164
•as
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Racers jolted by Jakubick's record setting 47 points
AKR(IN, otuo
What
happened in Akron was
more than a one-man
show when the Zips handed Murray State its first
OVC loss of the season.
84-76

the cheerleader jump
shot who gets better hang
tun on his arcing bombs'
than Oakland's Ray Guy
gets on his punts The
Akron guard hit seven 3pointers and proved he

place most of the night
Four of Murray's five
starters fouled out including Glen Green, Lamont Sleets, Ricky Hood
and Sammy Curran

Murray played an noticable was the output
unusual game against of the Big Three - Green.
Akron, suffering through Sleets and Hood.
inconsistent perSleets started out on a
formances by nearly the rocket picking up 17 firstentire team. Most half points to Jakubick's

19. But the Racer guard
only got two points in the
second half. Green
played opposite of his
teammate. scoring four in the first half before

covering
f
i
tall fields•
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
What happened in
Akron was a combination
of several factrirs, not the
least-of which was a 17point- performance 'by
• Akron's Joe Jakubick
Joltm Joe turned out
the lights on .Murray's
hopes of an undefeated
ohio Valley Conference
season as he set a new
school scoring record
Saturday before the first
•,ellout crowd ever for an.
IV(• game at AU
That's what happens
%heti )ou're on top
Fvery-tasly plays better
to knock you off." said
MS(' cOacli Hon'Greene
•Jakubick's an All
Arlierican
Wt
4atn't have anybody - to
stop hint And we tried
,•verybody the popcorii
%.endor, the guy selling
'epsi in the stands, coach
Mike l In1/. coach
Steve Newton. Crandall
Woodson. N1St' trainer
and anybody else we
ould have gotten "
But nobody could stop
the unorthodox lefty with
'
plover

could be effective insi
as well with two
stick backs and a couple
(Stlayups
"He's just a super
player," ;merle added
And he's humble too
-After his Racerstunning performance.
Jakubick handled the
press and congratulating
fans with the ease of a
girnrne begun
"I really wasn't aware
1 was getting so many
'pointat I thought it was
20 or 25 Actually I felt
like I let my teammates
down when I missed a
couple of free throws and
I was trying to make up
for that.- Jakubick said
"But I hope when people
see that I got 17 they
won't think I did it all
myself 1 just happened to
be the one in the right
place "
While the "Miracle of
Memorial. Hall," as
WO:GLUE - Murray State senior Waft Davis(right)pressures the nation's third-ieeding scorer
Jakubick is called, was
finding the right place, Akron's Joe Jakubick - during the Racers'loss to the Zips taturday. Davis was one of many Racers trying to
the Racers were plagued stop the hot-shooting Zip, but Jakubick managed to break his school's scoring record with•47-point night.
with being in the wrong
Staffphoto by Jim Rector

-

finishing the night with Sleets in the career ecor25.
ins with 1382 points 4to
Hood, struggling with a 1380.
mid-season slump, pickGreen's accumulation
ed up only 10 points. 10 re- has come in 166 games
bounds.
while Sleets has picked
Curran tried to pick up up his tally in only 80
the slack by having his outings.
best board game of the
Green moved into ninth
season with 13 caroms.
place in the overall school
Although Murray com- scoring list. Sleets is 10th.
• • •
mitted six fewer turMurray's loss dropped
novers, 18-12. they were
out-shot from the field, 50 the team to 8-1 in the conference. 16-3 overall, and
percent to 34.2.
"Maybe beating Mur- tightened the OVC race
ray will get us a little somewhat.
Behind the Racers.is a
respect" Jakubick said.
"Maybe now people won't hot Eastern Kentucky
pick us last (in the OVC) squad at 6-2. Akron is
third with a 6-3 mark and
anymore."
Morehead and Tennessee
• • •
Tonight Murray Tech follow with 5-3 and
returns to. Racer Arena 4-3 results.
Only four of the eight
for a non-conference
rematch with Eastern Il- OVC teams will be includlinois.. team MSU best ed in the seeded tournament( March 11-121 at the
114-71 in January.
The Charleston site of the regular season
travellers feature one of champion. Austin Peay
the largest players in the and Middle Tennessee
country in 6-11, 300- are virtually eliminated
pound, freshman Kevin with 1-8 records and
Youngstown is struggling
Ducirworth.
The rookie center got 13 at 3-6.
Eastern and Morehead
points against the Racers
while his teammates Tim have the toughest OVC
Wyss- and Kevin Jones schedules remaining.
combined for 40 more at Both teams visit
Youngstown, Akron, hod
Ely.
Looking ahead to Tennessee Tech then
tonight's game, MSU's travel to Murray and
Walt Davis remembered Middle Tennessee.
the physical matchup bet- XXXXAV 4114 ween the two teams, linen••-• 26. Carron 1 147. Wei •
II. Sleets 7 3-2 114 Stewart 3 1•3 Darts
Jan.11, and said, "I sure •
2144 !metals•4-4 Ingram •14•
Yeutsbiond
hope they're in a better
• I/4 laidoner • 041 •
X 14.311
mood when they come to Totaki
AXXON A*
Acetyl 2 24 7. Sather'$ 14 13, Spam)
our Riace.:
34 I. Jakobert 14 13-17 47. Pierre 4 14•
Jahrieon $444, Shaffer41•1• Taal@ 34
Glen Green and La- 3I1X
IS
FlairUme Akron 41, Murray Si 31
mont Sleets are continuPooled
ing their assault on the Solite out Green, Correa. Hoed,
Murray State record Total iciulo. Murray St a. Akron IS
Akron Conch Rupert
books. Green eased past Terhourel
A 3.131

Spinks brothers battle 'Jinx Brothers,'but not each other
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
It is ironical that boxing, now being widely assailed as a brutal and lethal sport, should spawn such a
story of fraternal affm-tion as that between the two
fighting Spinks brothers, Leon and Michael
They both have reached their sport's highest pinnacle Olympic gold medals and world championships in their divisions and suffered self-inflicted
setbacks, Leon more than Michael, and recurring
tragedies
Yet they hang in there, hands invisibly clasped.
each very protective Of the other, pursuing -careers
that conceivably could Iv a collision course
never fight Leon," swears Michael, the
younger brother "Leon would never get in the ring
with nie. Neither of us could ever raise a fist at the
- other in anger
We came out of the same womb. My mama is
1 eon's mama We were born of the same father. We
love each other too much."
The Spinks Brothers the "Jinx Brothers "
They've been battling ring foes and society ever

mo
4;;;YOf
GTO
42*

since they came oui of one of-St Louis' toughest
ghettos, both confused b) the words of love and
compassion read daily from their mother's redleather Bible and the street's law of guns, fists,
thugs, mugs and drugs
"I was the worst," acknowledged Michael, 26
"Leon never got in as much trouble as me Neither
did any of my other brothers I didn't do much really bad but I was always just one jump ahead of the
law."
Michael now Is on top of the world, unbeaten in n
pro fights, the reigning WHA light heavyweight
champion and probable favorite in the $4 2 million
fight March 18 in Atlantic City. N J . against WBC
titleholder Ihvight Braxton to unite the division
/kg brother, Leon, now 29, has fallen back into
virtual .anonimity after wresting the world
heavyweight crown from Muhammad Alt in 1.117S
Vegas in February, 1978, losing to Ali later in
September and suffering a third round knockout at
the hands of WB('king Larry Holmes in June, 1981
Vowing he has turned over a new leaf and put his
destiny in the hands of new advisers in l)etroit, he is

SAVE'80ON OUR BEST
POCKET COMPUTER
Save 11 OA the Matching 4-Color
Printer/Cassette Interface
IM• • MI

La
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launching a comeback as a cruiserweight, one of
the off-divisions at a 195-pound weight limit.
The saga of the Spinks brothers has taken a surprise turn. When Leon began his speedy climb to to
the top after the 1976 Olympics, Michael, hesitant to
pursue his own career, was always at his side.
"Leon took care of me when I was a kid, I felt I
owed something to him," Michael explained. "All I
wanted to do was be my brother's keeper."
It was a • monumental task. The elder Spinks
became spoiled by his quick success. He effected
fancy jewelry, sharp duds and big, fast limousines.
He fell into bad company.
Twice in two days he was arrested in St. Louis -once driving at night without lights, another time
without a license. Police said they found cocaine
and marijuana in the car,charges later dropped.'
He was involved in a minor accident in South
Carolina, arrested for running a car through a fence
In Ohio and had a run-in with police in New Orleans
- seven confrontations with with the law in a period
of months.
In 1980, a St. Louis woman filed a paternity suit
against him. In 1961. he was charged with carrying
a concealed weapon. Problems piled upon problems.
During this period, Michael neglected his own
Career.

"Leon is very gullible," he said, "just a kind guy
who wants to be loved. He was easy to find. People
grabbed onto him like leeches, wanting to live off
him.
-When - he won, I won. I wet so happy. When he
hurt. I hurt. But when he lost his second fight to All,
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•Our Most Powerful POcket Computer
Ever-Easily Programmable In
Extended BASIC
•Printer/Plotter Produces
Alphanumeric, and Superb Graphics
In Black, Red, Green and Blue

New Low Price'
Pocket Computer Model PC-2
Was S279.95
in Cat. RIC-8

•Interface Lets You Store and Load
Data Using One or Two Optional
Cassette Recorders

•••

254505

21995

New Low Price,
Printer/Plotter/Interface
c
saiS2311.1143
leVpi

•System Shown is 21/14 x 12'/s* 4'/a
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I said, "Thank God, now maybe everybody will
leave him alone.
"That's when I decided I should go into the ring
myself."
The Spinks jinx struck Michael earlier this year
when he was arrested on a driving charge and found
to have a gun in the car, a case which hasn't been
pressed. Shortly afterward the mother of his child
died in a car accident.
Michael said Leon was like a father to him, his
other brothers - Kenny, 23; Leland, 20; Evan, 17,
and Eddie 10- and sister Karen,23.
"He will always be my brother," he said. "We
will never fight each other. I love hirn to death."

Daytona endurance race
displays Foyt's versatility
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP) - A.J. Foyt,
dubbed the most versatile
race driver, has gained
another in a long series of
victories.
The 48-year-old Texan
joined Frenchmen Bob
Wollek and Claude BallotLena in the Porsche Turbo 935 that came from far
behind to take a six-lap
victory in the Pepsi 24Hour Challenge sports
car endurance race Sunday at Daytona International Speedway.'

had driven one of the
Porsches that now have
won seven straight
Daytona 24-hour races.
Not only that, Wollek
and Ballot-Lena, driving
hard through the night,
had brought the car back
from a 12-lap deficit into
the lead. And it had
started raining only half
an hour before Foyt's
first shift in the new car,
making it even more
hazardous.
Foyt and Wollek shared
all the driving from about
The only four-time In- 7 a.m. EST to the end d
dianapolis 500 winner,0 the race at 3130 p.m.
started his first car race When Foyt took his first
En 16 years on a spur of turn at the wheel, the
the moment, in an team led by just a bit
untested Aston-Martin more than one lap.
He handed the car over
prototype. He was coto
Wollek an hour later,
driving with stock car
champion Darrell nearly two laps ahead of
Waltrip, who was making the prototype Marchhis sports car debut, and Chevrolet 83G of Randy
Argentinian driver Lanier, Terry Wolters
Guillermo Maldonado, and Marty Hinz*, who
who didn't speak English wound up second.
Wollek made it a threeand had never met the
lap lead during the next
other two.
Waltrip talked Foyt hour Foyt then got back
last Monday into joining In and took a tour of 4
hours 10 minutes. When
the Daytona effort.
he turned the car over to
Foyt and Waltrip com- Wollek for the final 50
bined to move that car minutes, the lead stood at
from 13th at the start to seven laps, and Foyt had
seventh before the engine Sunday's fast lap .1 130
broke Saturday night, mph-plus.
about six hours into the
Foyt, whose last major
grueling race. Maldonado victory was the 1V77 Indy
hadn't driven yet when MO, also has wan the
the car failed.
Dayton' SO stock car
The owner of the winn- race and with Dan
ing car, Preston Henn, Gurney in 19117 wen the 94
asked Foyt to replace Hours of Leblanc his lad
him on the team and spoils car event until
drive him car. Wollek, a Satiwdey.
four-time European
The winners did 618
Porsche Cap champion, hiFsi U73.I2 miles, and
protested that Foyt never averaged 10701 mph.
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UK 76,'Boma 70

Racer netters
improve to 2-1
The Racer men's tennis
tem:1z collected a pair ot
victories in a triangular
home meet against
Mississippi State and
Austin Peay Fnday at
Ken Lake's indoor facility.
Murray State defeated
both opponents by a 6-3
margin
"It was nice to win two
home games against two
strong teams. Both teams
will be very competitive
in their respective conference races this year."
said MSU coach Bennie
Purcell.
Two doubles teams and
three singles players for
MSU scored double victories in the weekend ar-

Sanderson anxious to lead
Tide home to safer ground

tion including No.2
doubles team, Mats
Ljungman and Bobby
Montgomery and No.3
doubles Barry Thomas
and Eric Turtharnmsr.
In singles Montgomery
won both his Matches at
No.3. Johan Tanum did
the same at N-o.4 and
Thomas was a double victor at No.6
The wins improve MSU
to 2-1 with another matchup at Ken Lake Friday
when the Racers host
Western Kentucky and
possibly another team
which wilt- replace
Trevecca of Nashville
who withdrew from the
scheduled triangular
meet.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Wimp Sanderson
says his Alabama Crimson Tide has been on the
road so tong that
Memorial Coliseum in
Tuscaloosa will Seem like
a strange court when his
team returns home later
this week
• First, the Tide fat-es
another road test tonight
at Vanderbilt, one. of six
teams tied !or first place'
in the wildest
Southeastern l'onference
'basketball race in
history
••There's probablynot
four points difference in
the top team and the bottom teant.' Satiderson
said Sunday -This is the
craziest league
Everyone is chewing.
everyone else up "• It's been a disappointing co:Orme(' l'haSe for
the Crimson .Tide. which
refits in the cellar with a
2-8 Conference Mark and
a perject 9-0 record
against _ outsukrs, including vo-tories over
UCLA anti-(;etwgelown •
Broken fingers have
plagued the Tide this
season, anti another key
performer broke one in
• 'Saturday 's 76-70 setback
- at Kerittieky Bobby Lee
Hurt. whirled 'llama with

Lady Racers fall
twice in Arkansas
Murray State's Lady sas pounded the lady
Racers dropped a 77-58 Racers, 10049
Oakley, who was
decision to Mississippi
State Saturday to finish averaging 21 per ganle,
fourth in the Lady Razor- was limited to-only seven
back Tournament in points, five rebounds
Redwine tried to pick up
Arkansas.
the slack with 22 points
MSU only trailed by and Loh Barrett canned
six, 34-72, at the half,but 16 in the loss.
four of five Lady Racers - Arkansas out-shot the
starters fouled out and Lady Racers. 55.4 to 33
Mississippi State pulled percent from the field.
away.
Arkansas improved to
. -Diane Oakley led MSU 12-5., _Mississippi State_ to
with 17, Jennie Redwine 13-7 with the wins over
had 14 and Shawna Smith MSU. The Lady Racers
of Marshall County came fell to 4-11.
Friday Murray-. hosts-din-bff -the beneli
Tennessee Tech in a 5
tribute 10. .
In first-round action p.m. garde prior to the
Friday night, host Arkan- men's game at 7:30.

Ask me about State Farm's
brand new IRA
ai.a. A ipot1 ortychtvoc
Suta• Farm o(hem

CCMS Lady Lakers end
with perfect 8-0 season
halftime and 32-2 at the
end of the third period.
Melinda Butterworth
and Tons Camp shared
game-high scoring
honors for CCMS with
eight points apiece.
The Laker boys also
ended their regular
season on a high note,
defeating MMS,35-16.
CCMS lost only one
game in eight outings and
look ahead to a post'
season tournament at
Lyon County Saturday.
..,6gainst CCMS' 7th
grade bays, Chad Stubblefield led the attack
with 10 points, Cary Alexander had eight and Fred
Jones had six.
Tonight the two
schools' 8th-grade teams
In Friday's game the collide at MMS with the
Lady Lakers led 22-2 at girls playing first at 6.

Calloway County Middle School's 7th grade
girls basketball team
completed its third conse
.-unde feate d
season by beating host.
Murray Middle School,
32-12, Friday. ,
The Lady Lakers improved to 8-0 under the
guidance of fourth-year
coach Pete O'Rourke.
"I'm very pleased with
the progress of the program here. I think you
can really tell the difference in the per:
formances of all the
players from the seventh
graders on up to those
girls who are freshmen in
the high school program
now,"O'Rourke said..

Darnell gets year's best
in victory at Farmington
Senior guard Craig
Darnell shot his seasonhigh 34 points to lead
Calloway County's
Lakers to a 73-64 victory
over host Farmington
Friday.
The Lakers are 12-7 going into Tuesday's game
at Fulton County. Saturday Calloway hosts Carlisle County in a rescheduled game.
Against Farmington
the Lakers were still
playing without the services of seniors Keith
Lovett and Jeff Garrison.
Lovett is under suspen-

sion from coach Jack
Pack and Garrison dressed out, but didn't play
Friday because he was
recovering from the flu.
"Playing without
Lovett and Garrison,
well, it was like playing
without our boards,"
Pack said. 'They will be
starting Tuesday night,
though."
Helping Darnell hold
off the Farmington attack was Jeff Butterworth and John Mark
Potts who tallied 26 points
between them. Brad Skin.
nes had nine.
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Sanderson said before. •
Saturday that Georgia
might be the team to beat
since the Bulldogs were
unbeaten at home and
had whipped Ole Miss
a co-leader with Georgia
before Saturday
at Oxford
But Georgia's 12-game
home floor winning
streak came to a halt
Saturday night when
Howard Carter tallied 23
points to lead I £1' to a 7059 victory and the six-way
deadlock developed when.
Auburn, also tied for Tennessee dumped Ole
the top, and Florida are Miss 65-53. In other action
idle and the sixth SF:C Saturday. Auburn brat
team . with a 6-4 con- Florida 62.44 and Vanderfrrence nuirk. No 15 bill trimmed Mississippi
Kentucky, takes on Mate 63-60
Alabama's Main hope
Mississippi State Tuesof returning to the NCAA
day night
Alabama, which has play-offs ht's fn the SEC
five of its seven remain- - tournament Thr Tide
ing SEC games at home, will be the defending
returns to Tuscaloosa, on champion when the 4-day
Saturday to entertain event begins oht March 10 •
A in p rug tit h e-r (tip
Georgia The other Satur
day action will have Ken- scorers in Saturday'slucky at Auburn. Vandy titan were Georgia's
at Florida, ole _Miss at .Terry -Fair with 24 points.
Vaft4'SISE anal- Teiiiiesse
State's Jeff Malone. 26,
Mississippi State -.
"I would say that 12- Auburn's Darrell
sand- 6 will win it 1.ockliart 17, Florida's
outright," Sanderson said Eugene - McDowell 15,
of the. race • • I think Kentucky 's Jun Master
Georgia has .!ttt is got NI 17. Tennessee's I)a he Ellis
chanc-e• They've been 20 and Mississippi's Eric:
1.ford 16
playing well "

23 - points in .the *erne.
brokethe little finger on
his right hand. Sanderson
said he didn't know
whether Hurt would be
able to play against the
Commodores tonight
Three other teams involved in the first-Omar
logjam will be in action
one game. a
tonight
head-to-head confrontslion when Mississippi
visits Georgia. The other
ta
aptti.e , has Tennessee
entertaining 1.0111st:true

I,

College Basketball
Molloy 14•11.4proia•umu lemma
EAST

MIGHTY MELVIN - Melvin Thrpin stuffs home two of his 16 points in .Saturday's University of Kentucky victory over visiting Alabama. The Wildcats remained tied for the Southeastern Conference lead with five other teams, all with
64league records.
Photo by Hal('roach
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Kite still climbing for goals
but Caldwell says he's there
Hope Classic. and . the
Phoenix Open, his two
previous starts Tie didn't
force it to a playoff this
tune Kite won outright,
by two shots. with a clipmg 73 in rain „iind wir4
and cold that raked thePebble Beach Links, and
a 276 total
Caldwell also had a 73
over the final 18 and a 278
total. Ili. shared second
with Cal Prete, who pitched in for a eagle-2 on
the way to a closing 70
But Kite was the first to
note that it could have
been different_
"If Rex had made those
fbirdiei putts on the last
two holes, you could have
had a very interesting
story." Kite said
But Caldwell missed
-them and Kite. despite
bogerion three of his last
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Bing Crosby Pro-Am

PEBBLE BEACH,
Calif. AP . Tom Kite
got the victory and said it
was a step in the right
direction toward an undisclosed goal.
Rex Caldwell tied for
second - the third week
in a row he has had a
least a share of the runnerup spot
and said
he's already achieved a
goal.
"When I first ('agile on
Tour, it was my dream to
be recognized in any pro
shop I went into. Now
they recognise me in any
grocery store I go into
It's great." Caldwell said
Sunday after chasing
Kite to the title in the 42nd
Bing Crosby National
Pro-Am golf tournament.
Caldwell, who has yet
to win On the PGA Tour:
lost in playoffs in the Bob
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four holes, rode his
e-onintanding five-shot
Irat-thi las fifth PGA Tour
Ii iumph. a surprisingly
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low total for the man who
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SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT FARES

eW
6/7

Women's Jeans

Sunbird Airlines has negotiated joint fares with the major airlines serving
-I Thele
--Ti-re.s allow you to
Nashville for flights between Murray and 44 US title
buy an airline ticket from Murray for about the Janie fare as you would pay from
Nashville! Some examples
Destination
Atlanta
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Washington,DC

Farsfrom
Nashville
$101
155
185
174
341
228
221
166

Fare from
Murray
172
180
345
233
216
169

Featuring Red, or Kelly Green
Top Stitching!

Major
Airline
Eastern Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
Republic Airlines .
American Airlines
Eastern Airlines
American Airlines
Delta Air line,

There are no restrictions on these fares - all that is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and the connecting airline flight. Our three daily
flights each 4ay between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
Most Nashville flights.
Call us at 486-2199 for reservations or more information. Or call Far Lands
Travel Agency- at 7b11-44144 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements. Remember. there is no charge to you for your professional travel
agent's services.
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years of airline
service a Navies.If You haven't flown with us yet, we hops that you will consider
us for your sod trip.

Cu t i4

Women's Jrs. Sizes 3-15
Women's Misses Sizes 4-18
Men's Jeans Sizes 27-42

16

$
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AN Styles lacisied

Noon

m.o. t• 5 p.m.
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HEALTH

Brown criticizes Reagan's spending policies

Containers affect food
Lawranc• E. Lanib.M.D.
LAMB
DEAR
Enclosed is an article from a
national newspaper that
sass milk in plastic containers loses its vitamins and
that you should buy milk in
Ardhoard iontainers Why
alo they allow food manufac
1.1f frS (#.# put,food on the
;shelves that has lost its
•salue Is this true or just
:another scare story'
When
liEAH REAliEft
•1 read that story I couldn t
help but let out An unprefes
-siunal snicker Those star
'fling university studies"
ini redibly '
..shoysing that
• ,ght rays destroy yrtamins
ms iild information The sen
• -,Ational wording of the AM 1
:-I. is typical of that publu a

(ion and the style is well years and hardly new starrecognized by both health tling information
On the other hand, canned
and news professionals '
liespite the sensational- and frozen concentrated
ism the facts are within the orange juice is a much betballpark of the truth Ribo- ter source of vitamin C than
flavin alto called vitamin orange juice in a cardboard
R-2 is sensitive to light carton
What happens to food
Glass or clear plastic containers that allow light to makes• great deal of differ
reach the milk will cause en( e in its vitamin and mindeterioration of riboflavin eral content Simply washMilk exposed to sunlight los- ing foods may cause them to
es 20 to 50 percent of its lose vitamins Cutting foods
riboflavin in two hours - such as cabbage for slaw or
kibollAy in is an essential strawberries results in a
vitamin for your energy rapid loss of vitamin C Thiamin vitamin B-11 may be
system
is •Iso destroyed by high oven temVitamin. A
vitadestroyed rapidly upon peratures and a lot
mins Ind minerals are in the
exposure to sunlight
another fact known for jites it'unl the meat dripp-
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Ky
Real-estate
I AP) .
developer John Waits
said he is negotiating to
buy the Voice
Newspapers to use as a
publishing arm for
thousands of shopper
guides he plans to
distribute for 11 shopping
centers in four states
Although the terms of
-the negotiations were not
disclosed, Waits said
editorial control of the
papers will be
guaranteed to William
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Those additional reser
yoirs of white cells can be
SORIP
quickly activated
vitamin deficiencies can
cause low white cell counts
Vitamin A deficiency is not
ope of them But I agree that
seeing a hematologist would
be prudent He will be able
to see if you really have a
problem or just an interestmg laboratory variation

ea

LOUISVILLE. Ky.
I AP - Members of the
Louisville Fraternal
Order of Police have reiected the city's latest
contract offer. FOP
President Ralph Orms
said Most of the 100
members of FOP Lodge 6
who attended a meeting
Thursday night voted to.
endorse the lodge's
negotiating team, which
means the FOP will not
formally consider the city
proposal. Orrns said
The FOP instead will
ask city officials to
resume bargaining,
which broke off about two
weeks ago.
Mayor Harvey Sloane,
though, said Thursday
night that the city had
made its final offer. He
said the city cannot afford to pay more than
already offered. The twoyear proposal calls for
pay raises of 4 percent
each year with the city to
make a 5° percent contnbtition toward health
insurance premliunif for
officers' families
Orms said he hopes ttie
Board of Aldermen will
negotiate with the FOP
even if the mayor
Mike Carrell,
refuses
presid -ent of the
aldermen. declined to

Matthews. who bought
the chain of Louisvillearea weeklies from E.W
Scnppe Co. last summer.
Waits, whose company.
Commonwealth Development Corp., has seven
shopping centers in Kentucky., two in Virginia,
and one each in West
Virginia and Tennessee.
said his only interest in
the papers is using their
composition and production expertise to produce
weekly shoppers' guides
for his shopping centers.

about doing but haven't
- and that's bite the
bullet'
•

comment on
possibility.
Orme said officers do
not plan any job action to
protest the offer, but he
would not discuss what
might happen if the city
refuses to resinne talks

In his speech, Brown
said Reagan's three-year
personal-income tax cuts
haven't helped the
economy, but instead
have added to-the budget
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TV
Rental
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$10.00

week
753-8201
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word
to tell you how
much I love you.

MAILING VALENTINES
FOR ROLL.°
-•••:.=.1111.

nif0-0-0-0-0-00000
COMING
. SOON
VERNON'S
ULTIMATE
WESTERN
WORLD
Oft9_4 OALQ0Q91Q
Watch for greed
*peeing.

YOU'VE Gar A NERVE!
POW IT EVER PO VAT
A&AIN

Ohm* Pima
!Avenel, Ky.

IF r TOLD Nitit 11-1EY
FORGOT IT i4E'D

SENDME BACK
"National life and Accidest's ItA cam
permatee yes and
year spew* a retiremeat Mame yea cool
sistivel"

love balloon bolofrquets for your
le fevorite Valentine
V Feb. 7 - 1 1 .
mdi
V Delivered on Volestine's tidy. 753AM to 2
..6622.
PM. Sponsored by
IF Adult NI II Center.
S. Lost and Found
gray kitten, long
hair, around Wells Ex
yenned 753 29110

Found

6. Help Wanted
Don't go outside
Murray for training you
can receive in Town
Professional color Con
sultants are looking for
Persons who want a
career in Color Analy
sis We train and assist
extensively For details
send resume to P 0
Box 1224. Murray Ky
47071, or phone 753 MOO
GOVERNMENT JOBS
Various positions
available through local
government agencies
520,003 to 530,000 wen
nal Call (refundable)
1 (61tt 569 1304, 0091
K Y)14 for . your 1913
directOry 24.hrs.
H EAT AND AIR
No •X
TECNICIAN

501 0E7 OUT AND

Do civE MILES
EVER DAY

Sr '411 t .intnarx

fcl Jennings
Boa 61
Murray, Ky
111171

I

NIES TAX
SEIIIICE
4924662 after 5 PM
ter appololmeat

perience necessary. For
information call 1119 227
0265 or 919 227 0279
ta m 9p in
Mon. Fri
Adams Entereris•
Corp.
Pepsi Cola has opening
for an aggresive sales
person Reouirements
are good Pnysical fit
neSS, good driving re
cord, mans ability, and
• stable work INSWITY•
This is a challenging
mleition mat pays ac
cording to personal
effort. We offer ear•
nings In esCelle Of
titan per yaw. Canplots training program.
company paid vacation
and other fringe bee
Nits Apply in person at
Pares Pepsi at Hwy
14W. Paris Tennessee.
Feb 101% and 11m, from
SAM to 5 PM
Someone to repair bog
me
tobacco barn
CaliuSt
Wanted mechanic, II
fac4fiCed In front end
alignment essestliai and
tune-up, braises, snocks
Must have own tools
Salary plus 'commis
NW Apply to P0 Box

INSP.

1 312 931 7051.

/OIL COMPANY
Oft shore
- OPENING
rigs, no experience
necessary. start IT
mediator, 35,000 plus
per year. For inform*
lion call 1 317 920 9364.
Ext 17745

SILVER
CUSTOM
JEWELERS
Watch

6. Help Wanted
or
New Openings
nationwide industries.
no sales, will train,
115,000 plus a year For

as Order your burst of

Just a few

SAr-42WICI-IF

administration should
"do what they talked

Kentucky's governor
was speaking in San
Francisco Friday night to
the Commonwealth Club
of California. His speech
was broadcast nationwide by National Public
that
Radio

"Oa!

.4/WERES TNE
PiCKlE I GET
WITH MV

deficit. He said the president should consider
dropping the third tan
cut, which is sdiedsded to
take effect in July,
because the country cannot'Nord et,
Brown added that SO
percent of all tax incentives provided by the
Reagan administration
now go to big business.
"The hope of our country
recovering from this
economic slump is going
to have to be to put the incentive in the hands of entrepreneurs and small
business," Brown said.
Brown is an California
on a trip to promote Kentucky.

small businesses.
Brown said the Reagan

Louisville FOP lodge
rejects contract offer

Developer negotiates for papers

,c 111

22
29

DEAR UR LAMB
M;
white blood count keeps
going down' Dunng the past
year the count has gone
from 4 9 to 3 9 and my dot
tor says if it goes to 3 5 be
will send me to a hernatolo
gist and if it goes to 2 9 a
spinal tap will need to be
done He does not think it is
due to a vitamin deficient-)
but I have read that vitamin
A does help I would like
your opinion
The
DEAR READER
ordinary blood test for white
blood cells is grossly man u
rate Why' Hereof about
half of the white cells stick
to the wall of the blood yes
sets and are not measured
And there are many more
white blood cells that are in
other reservoirs and so- net
in the circulation .Some
authorities estimate that the
simple blood test onlJ
detects about 5 percent of
the actual white blood cells

Amster to Naiordo s Pottle
A

inp or from cooking vegetables
What happens to foods
from processing and storage
and how to get the most out
of their natural vitamins and
minerals is discussed in The
Health,(..Itter 20-S. which I
am sending you Others can
send 75 cents with a long.
stamped
self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper. P0 Boa
1.551. Radio City Station
New York NY 10019

SAN FRANCISCO to•Caldwell' audience,
(AP) - Gov. John V: saying the federal
Brown Jr. criticized vivernmeat needs to hold
President Reagan's spen- the line cm spending and
ding policies in a speech provide incentives for

$230 'Weekly paychecisa
(fully guaranteeon
working part or full

time at home Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to your from
Home Office every
Start iin
Wednesday
No ex
mediately
perience necessary
Do
National Company
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own - home Details
sod application mailed
Send your name, and
American
address to
Fidelity Company, Hit.
mg Dept. 77. 1040 Lone
Star Dr., New Braun
fels, TX 71130

9. situation Wanted
Need someone to car
pool with 2 or 3 days a
week from Murray to
Fuiton 153 3561 after
eip m

10. Business Opportunity
Established Business
and Building for sale
Call 753 0373.
Steel Buildings Priced
to get the lob inter
national Manufacturer
has dealerships
available in some
areas Great $ Poten
tiai Call SOO 525 9240

11. instruction
Pre piano

classes 101
Individual
keyboards in a class lab
setting emphasizing
basic pianisfic Skills to
prepare your child for
private lessons 12 wok
course beginning
Call
February .14th
Suzanne Johnson, 436
2625, or Chuck's 'Music
Center, 7513612.

children

14. Want to Buy
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opOSSum,
Owen Mc
beaver
Clellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, ill 62976.
Phone 611 342 6316
Trailer axles and tires
753 7975
Would like to lease dark
tired tobacco. $1500 a
10th. Call 4$9 2652

15. ArtidesfOr Sale
Kirby Vacumn cleaner,
all extr•s, excellent
condition. Call 436 2289
after 5 PM
Prom Dress, mint green
In color. size I. 160. Call.
after 5 00p m 753279$.
ask for Donna.

Uliorne NNW*
Black neughahyde
chair, coffee table. 1
end fables, Duncan
_ Phyte Dining Room SW
7534301.
For Sale. New cut
velvet matching- couch

and Chair. COWS are
off white backgrOund,
gold, brown, blue and
celery green floral
Font. 5250 436 5830.
Furniture and Bedding
Sate. Drastic reductions
on all bedding, living
room, dining room,
recliners and bedroom
suites in stock. We
409111C late your business. Carraway Feralfere. 10$ N
3rd 59.
753 1903
Pioneer Amplifier and
-f
speakers. Small 0110
cabinet 4" fluorescent
light. 2 director chairS.
4 dining chalet,
woven Roman shade.
Poloraid One Step
camera Call 759 4443.
Tappan self' cleaning
ramie, excellent condi
Non. 3 yr ofd Hot Point.
11,000 11TU, Air Conditioner, nearly new.
Sears. $000 STU, 110
volt, Air conditiorwr.
Frigidaire, frost free
Itefrioerator. Whirlpool
wsettsr. Cali 7134277.
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29. Heating-Cooling

*hives F urnishinps

24. Miseettaneous

1r white marble vanity
stria top with shell bowl.
MS Cow 713 soog

Wood kir sale .12.3.40 Sunbeam 15 000 DT U
) like
kerosene heater
rick olivered 474 1744
alas. retyis for 6466
SO kw $120 Call 75)
3711
HODGES TAX SIRVICI

N.Sports Equipment
&rooming IT 99 32F
like new 5415 7510111

15:Butiness Services.
ern

propering

dividool, boson's.,
firm •nd other
remits. 1104 him.
Kerrey. 151-1425
1."
IIMMIMMINNIRI191

V.Mobile Home Sales
Kelley's Termite
S. Pest Control
ei•ime 7531114
41MNMEI

24. Miscellaneous
1975 Westinghouse golf
cart exceilent cond.
flOn Call 753 $164
Firewood, $22 SO rick
753 3701 after SP m
Heat bulbs. 250 watts.
Inflo red. II 59 each
Wallin. Hardware.
Parrs-.,

Itii61) two bedroom fur
mined, gas or electric
15.000 Call 759 1709
I';
l27170. 3 bedroom
bath IS *Xi Can 02
4172
1'
1976 3 bedroom
Must
bath, furnished
sell. 16.500 includes
moving and set up See
anytime 759 1731

Oregon chain saws
chains. 30 inch pitch
For 16 inch, bar. 7 99 20
inch bar. 5 99 Waiiin
llifirdwaro-Paris

A. Mobile Rome Rentals
17,460. please furnish
See Bran
references
don Doi at Dill's Trailer
Ct
newly
A.)2 Of 3
furnished. .natural - gas
or electric heat. Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray No pets

SEASONED Two bedroom mobile
FIREWOOD Call Aohn home 1! a miles south of
Boyer 753 033$
town 1175 Call 753 0692
•
S.t-efif t e- Recerv-e-r r-after5-- 00 System compfetety in
Two • bedroom. fur
stalled and ready to n shed or unfurnished
watch over SO channels
no pets Call 753 4$041
top of the
This is a
tine- system 17.950 We
have Murray re
Kerosene heaters, all
Call 502 676
ferences
have ceramic wicks.
3913or 507 256 5219
414001re10.‘ he over, cut
Seasoned oak and off switch, battery
hickory, 1620 inch $79 a lunation. UL approved
61100 BTU. 99 99 9300
'rick Green. 575 a rick
BTU. 119 99 and up
Delivered and stacked
17000 BTU. 13999 20000
753 9600
Wallin
BTU, 179 99
Season wood for sale
Hardware. Paris
753 1077

29. Heating-Cooling

Teachers:
Wanted for summer employment
durrry State llowersity Umari km1 Pried las tire
UCilli pesitioes ii U Scieetitic Montle's* Prieto
Seim,. 71 Comuters arl Ibtlmems. 3) Went ii Sp*
Commmalises. 1 baliog. 5) lase Ilallemalms.
kaldKatisss wNl Wolin Only II SWAMI al
mid subject matter area. Mroo years bracket uproots
Camtelates sill meltipletallot twist mermen Ife 0111111111011 11 isply A lest st mbleattee, resume. official
trastripts aol SW use. okras. all Weeks on* el
Mr relerames mast be pastier* by Fel. 21, 1S3 WW1
sable IS commomorate sIll maldicattels (moleroust is
ceulmout mse collimate, ol **al Wog. kolmatiss
gall be sett to 1r Kerry leder. Ulm louse. 1511.
ray. ST 4371 or call 512-7124321 ler mplicalom lents all
illerentme.
Ilk IF

Resident Advisors:
Wonted for summer session
The Me,,,/ State Ueiversity Upwerd lee*
Prelect hes ten pesitims for lesideat Advisers to
provide in-readmit h.0 sepervisleis and Mitering
of MO saml stiodents. aeollficatiess: Crimpletime of two years of allege sod experioace be she
seperrisiee of stedeins. A letter of application,
reseme, officiel treascripts, and the mom, address, mid Meehan Nopeolief of time refereeMS
most be postmarked by fob. 28, 1183. Commawise is coomesiserate with gasifications.
Employmest costiageat epos colitinestion of
federal %mime. Appkatioes Maid be seat to
Dr. Kerry limber, Gods Nees., MU, Warm,IT
42011 or cell 502-142-4321 for appicatim
forums end leformatioes.
(01 M / F
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e
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30. Business Rentals

BANDY
11191111T011
IMAM AND 1111
C111111M11111118 WC.

Carrier
Wm web, &Om Is Wee
sod or*. ea lawn, ohl
Coliemoy -Coedit, 103
Cboolloot

753-8181

53 .Serv Ices Offered

,

Al(c

ROfifveTS

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435 4348

CloSe Out

43 Real Estate

Strout
IReolty

Sammy
Tidwell

753-04117

53-9352

Residential

32. Apts. For Rent

a
'Commercial
N
te

7
Contractors

en
!
ine

753-no

new itsigat

34. Houses hr Rent -

Poison
Control
753-7588

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper

4
r1
.

Used Cars
1.46,
%no

ROOF

t5. Farms tor Sale

a
•• (r

"

Voter',
ssit-eii SO

./..‘ 1 , 1 ,

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

37. Livestock-Supplies

M. Homes for Sale

1

31. Pets-Supplies

Happy
Valentine's
Day

51. Campers

s.s.411161.1.17-Days A Woo&
Phew 753-5351 753-5372

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Comity
Sheriff
153-3151

Ines

Lots*. Sale

Taxi -CalService

or electric, this
hove the answer.
Call John Oliver,
sed with 2
peers •x perience
Answering servk
provided.

53 Serv ces Offered

53 Services Offered

2 bedroom Cut
home
sale . no with utiti room
On
in
tot
r01•44;01k
Atm°
tame
0,49
0469
eaalawabio
$12 500 For "ore ,n
refused Call 75..3 4196
formation cal
Spann
r.'-"y Assoc 75.11 7774

Labradas

(Gip Ibis Ad Frem The Paper
And Save For A Ilmody Reference)

NIMES
If it's with

S3. Ser(illi Offered

.

Dial-A-Service
-911

ff
30lri

30

M

144116

Aluminum
Service
Co.
aid Ifbey1
A11w
Sian, Cute* trim
wed. Reform,
Coil115 14/ fkrileg,
7534401.

753-S$17

..Ary.flt

/ (74 p

-

52 Boats Motors

0)3i

Police
911

alto
Quality Service

10 F1 Boston Whaler sad
r'y
P a .n 1
boat and trailer, 5500 17
Inter or
-inaterfralf5Tiriy
1? fiberglass cabin
*ter,or
Cornmer.. al
ruiser and trailer with.
20 years
Ret.dent,a1
will
7 1 HP motor
references
tree es
onsider trade 436 2506
t,m ate
TrerhOn
Farris I5.9 1911
Tree trim
✓re Wood
ming and removing
SeiTge Ca
hedges and shrubs
Free estimates
alaMINI 111-TIET1 sabot/51 5.176
,
work
mils Inn
topping or
Tree work
klormas Call Will
complete removal The
laim MIMI
estimate it tree and the
„price is front 431 4233

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

53. Services_Otiefed

r

05 rom voile's twee LOIN L.0011
PIHNT YOull COOltv
COOT 11111040W01 ON LAST owl uSt0

-

•
$3.25
$4.50
5.50
$6.50
$7.5o

Company
Heating anti Alf
CondolfOninv

Soles. Soles and
Service 'Modern
Sheet Metal & Service Departments

ATARI CARTS
4
coma(
szoo
ZOO CARTS

753-9290
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
hoe Istiomotes
Miro Stem or
Ovid
Dry Clooniol.
Vpbolotory Mew

I h.•
te• , 1,1,
,
loving
I in ymart. furor.

1).sytt

Swystast*aro Music
RECORDS•TAPES•STEREO

ii

iodter it Timms
Cl.,
P.O.16.A
11:1740
.rlisi"
Mwrty, tostrthy 42071

•

WANTED!
ones 8. sy
Upholstery
%IS 11

Toer Mein

Shading timber, if you would kliterested in soling logs in doe Murray sm.mutat:
T.R. Aloodows
314424-5202.

Moil se Newt it roaches es 'se liter Sion Feb. ii,
Tow
mem,' mill import, *a Feb 14 Moil cosmos end chock or
ineney order to:

agaddre"

r.

Stets.

lip

How? By showing you how easy it is for anyone to build
a fortune through a Personal Money Fund
No kidding: a fortune In your lifetime
Our Personal Money Fund is what an IRA was meant to
be. More than, just a retirement account. the Personal
Money Fund is the safest, most efficient way to accumulate
wealth.
Its a tax-deferred investment that anyone can afford
And one that can be adapted to your individual finanual
goals.

merit age We'll show you how much you'll save in taxes.
and how much you'll earn every month after you retire.
WA1 also show you some amazing things about your
Personal Money Fund. Like how as little as $10 a week can
add up to over $100.000 by retirement. Or how you can actually earn more in retirement than you're making now.
And well even show you how it could cost you literally
hundreds of dollars if you wait just One month to start your
Personal Money Fund.

So why wait?
A free Personal Money Forecast takes only a few
minutes. You give us your age and the amount you can
deposit on a weekly. monthly. quarterly or annual basis
Then well show you exactly how much your Personal
Money Fund will accumulate by the time you reach retire-

Stop in and ask for your free Personal Money Fund
Forecast. There's no obligation. We just want to show you
how to build a fortune in your lifetime—with the Personal
Money Fund
Federal regulations require .1 substantial penalty for early withdrawal

13EOP LE -y1/BANK
MURRAY

K mart°
Sate Floc

KY.

Less Fact
Petiole
You 14,4
Cost
Reba*
itootio

Member FDIC

Available at

North Office
12th & Chestnut

4:=11 Ilr""
The Saving Place %.

‘iveethe
ale 3.9

F'

Sale Starts Wed.Feb 9. Ends Sot. Feb 12
Capviiird P9S3 bV

tanxsakork
^wet
.

Kesorp,;. 14.97
rbos,:pwactofy..5.00
Cost All,.

AFTER
ittBATE
Pro Styge'"12110-walt Kok Dryer
Delivers quick drying power through 2
speeds and 4 temperature control; settings. Built tot
PerlormanCs.

Cafeteria :pecial

Our leg. 10 97

•

Wooden Storage Cab;For Cassettes.
HOlds 24 cassette tapes, helps protect
(torn dust and damage Plastic dividers
Ow 13.1111, Case F0134 Ceased* Tapes..$10
icikfod Mont ton, Whipped Pala.
toes, Vegetable, Roll And Butler

$9

Your
Chofce
Our Reg
1096-1196
Newsy Nouse Or Pants
xTg)riti( to( y bi)4,1911 r.)r
Eoilcxed poplin trousefs

3.50 5.50796 _7.88,010.88
Our
Reg
S5

MIsses Nylon Gowns
E LAI sweep n other styles
dainty trims and colors
Our 11.W. WSfigure,3.110

OUf Reg.
9.96-13.96

Pretty Snap-up Dusters
Easy wash cottcc/polyes
ter, smart colors, print;
•

Nigh-spirited Separates For Your Active We
Zip locket& hooded sweat shirts. pull-on pants. more.
soft cotton/Creslan* acrylic Lively C0k)fS. wed trim
•a"...acancvancandilog Wd

a

3.96

Our Reg.
Our Reg.
2.97 Ea.
6.97 Ea.
Women Leather Sees
Steed COMM Hendee.
,Rayan carwas.3sections.
Genuinctioativer m vetsoftie s!files cr cakxs
shoulder Strap Or handle
104

4.66

Our Reg.
7.97 Ea
Peshionable leendbegs
Viriyi classics wilh top
handles.Its:Odor straps

5.48t97

Safe
Moe
Illasse TdowellIng Saerelee AR/Disseeweee
Shorteleeve leotard'. Wes.In smooth stretch riviarlbIllesite limersieeve LuiL..tSSAS

5•.81131

Save 2.09

Ea. - Our 7.97
Fashion Sweat Shirts Or Pants
Shape-retaining Creslon• acrylic/cotton in stylish colors. Men's.

7.97

Save $3

Ea. - Our 10.97
Men's OoN Shirts With Pocket
No-iron polyester/cotton. Fashion collar. Smart solid colors.

$10

Save 7.97

Our Reg 1197
Men's Rustier Fashion Jeans
Tough cotton blue leans pro
washed for that lust right tit

•Amsocan cyanamid Op IDA

$5

Save 4.97

Our Reg 997
Boys Fashion-pocket Jeans
Polyester/rayon/cotton In blut,
Our 4.97, Jr. Boys'4-7*
$5
40.6pits

• kW,

0.,•••••••

•

• •,m0 webs

„.

•

•

4r4‘

• 15

$9

Pair
Your Choice
Pair
Pt*
Our 10.97- 1197
Our 22.97
Our 14.97 $15011 19.97
Toddlers'Two-plece Outfits
Nylon/Suede Hikers Soskolbell Snookers
Wee-ine Per Women
rr-up
Tricot-Nned polyure- Nylon, suede leather Leather on rubber sole.
cn slack se
ci r iwf)
thane. With crepe sole trim. Gum rubber sole Padded collar. tongue GMS =oro

$5

Your Choice
5.97

Our Reg

Infants' 2-pieers Stock $ots
Cotton pants, polyester/color
shirt Color choice '12-24 mos
1A

)P*

HANDSOME
GIFTS FOR HIM

84.87re 84.8
The Convertible " Voc
Features steel agitator,
posabie bog. hear:Mph

Spirit"' Canister Vacuum Cleaner
clisWtth deluxe floor nozzSe,
Posabie bog. attachments. more
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"""411141401
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heeff.elf.e•t AF.,/,11/

41,

Untitt rx 111:l 11-1.1 iflf

28.97044.44911197 39.99 917
Sale
Price

Trost Your Payer** VelenlIne To A Shave/ Preen Our Swift Ci4ee0en
Choose Norelcoo Of Remington• electric shaven YAW'an array at popular features.
Our 1997.•

R•ininaton" TrIpieheodse" Or Norelco* Doubleheader Shaver•. . . Ea. 17.97

,1111our
•0110

•

ierellelltiPelyle GansPen
Model with 4 wooden blades.Conyenient. wall-rnount peed contra

12"Cene-occent
4 wood/con•-iook

-

speed control.

.87

Sale
Price
Vacuum Cleaner
eel agitator. 9-qt. dis•• headlight. more.

AFTER
REBATE
PRICE

. Sale

9. 7 $11

Country Fresh Air Machin*
TftPle-nter freshener. deodorizer.
Replacement Niters .... Ea.1.17

Kodomalicn" Chomp's Instant Comoro
For great pictures, instantly, A great
party companion CY Valentine gift
eslbabsci Wiled 10 17*

slcosalion

Sillsaledardlea lo
ro• sr•••

Price
After
Trade-In

K mart*
sale Price
Less frode-in
Allo.vonce

"960 instant Camera
K odomaric'
With built-in electronic flash
fixed-focus lens and more Save

s
sia

5

Your Net
Cost Atter
trode-in

J

37.

Sale
Price
Atter
Trade

Trade-in And
Film Offer•

.1

Bring in any use,1
cs.arnera. In any condi
?ton. and receive the.
KOCIPOMO

siDecatied trad0.in .11
lowanc
See store for details

.

$5 TRADE-1N
ALLOWANCE
K mart'
Sale Price
Less factory
Rebate

12.T7

Your Net
Cost After
Rebate

e}e
—

9.TI

Kodak
OHM..
•••

. ..
a

111r110111L-..

-

•

g mo,tpnc. 47.47
sok,'robe
In

r

;
=
316
6:4411

l•PM

AlKsvanCc,

t

Your Net
COO Aner
Iyock.

•"'

ALLOWANCE

-

"

S00

37A7

MI6

• ..

St

APP.

•

22se
coo

Knorr'
Rios
5Neale
Vo N NW
=Mos

17=
•
•
•
•

Ceiling Pan
bkxisis. bullt-in
•
reversible motor.

A

Immo.

Ag•

6

Your Choice
Price
Saki
.
PFT1 17
t
9916:6
Lady LigM'° Iron
4-111oe Toaster
"Illarden Palksm" Mars Cog***
control,
WIln super steam. deluxe
*AM Bread Brain""
Makes 2-10 cups in SeryInci carat*.
snap-open crumb tray
self cleaning. 49 *rents.
NM "haft System". Indloalor NW.
OsIrsimlInsksil as we

Can Opener'n Clock
Pretty "Garden Pattern"
Can and bottle opener

disslialles

4 415A

121

•

$9

Our Reg 12 96
3 piece Set
lath tot In Docorator Colors
Washable nylon/polyester set
includes 20x30 bath mat
2024x
contour rug lid cover

3

597
.970u25:50Pe9
Absorbont Torry loth Towsil
Terry bath towels of thirsty cotton/polyester in colors that
highlight your decor Save

25% OFF

Our Regular
Low Prices
Poty•stor-fillod Sloop Pillows For Cloud-soft Comfort
Nothing freshens a bedroom like new polyester-filled sleep pillows
wrapped in fresh, cool cotton or polyester/cotton ticking.
Save now on resiliont standard-, queen- Of king-size pillows.

.
897

Our Reg
14.97
TWIfl Size
3-pc. Twin Shoot Sot
1 flat, 1 fitted sheet. 1
pillowcase Polyester/cotton. 128 threads per sq in
Out 219/ F Set •
Out 29 97 Clueen Set
• rt iktrutt PlikurcOsers

K mart COUPON

K mart COUPON

K mart COUPON
USW

K marl COUPON
•

K mart COUPON

K mart COUPON

15 97
22 97

K mart COUPON

K mart COUPON

•

urbi

•:till

'rill,

'dui

$10

Our Reg
13.97
20-pc.11Aeiornin• Dining Itet
Service for 4. dishwasher safe.
4 dinner plates. cups, saucers.
soup bowls 9nd bread Oates.

17.77

Our Reg
2268
16-pc. Corelle• Service For 4
Lovety dining set is microwave.
dishwasher sate. 4 cups, saucers. bowls and dinner plates

1.67

Our Reg 227
16x26"Mlle CrNters" Kitchen Towel
Thirsty towels of soft cotton/
polyester sheared terry in de
signs to accent any kitchen

$3

Our Reg 397
40x63 Or
40031 Ea
"Shantung" Tailored Panels
Attractive curtain panel
easy care polyester in crisp
white or soft eggshell Save

PtIS

IX

Wweetheart Special Gifts
Vaie

'.97Save

'6

Your Choice

997

Our Reg. 25.97
MacGregor Ilighhveight Wann-up Sults At A Speckd Ponce
look great while you warm up.)og Of lust plain relax. Lightweight
polyester/nylon/cotton washes and wears wet time atter time.
In sporty, yet loshbonabie. CO1Ofs. Sizes for both men and women
Sai0

iporiono C.00cii Dept

Our P•O• 1158

Our Reg. 149 88

Out Reg 34.88 Pr.

*

7.97 919 26.88
light-ptece Wrench $ot
SAE or metric open/
boxed end wrench set.

$0 4. IA

Whom" AM/FAI/Cassolee Melee08 Oenst Speakers
Coaxial.51A"door-mount or
AM/FM CaSsette with
6er rear- mount speakers
5-band Wader.Save

